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MAJOR ROLAND PILLINGER.
1879—1913.

The retirement of Major Pillinger after over 34
years continuous service in the Regiment makes
a gap which we can hardly realise . The Officers
mess, the Quarter-Master ' s Stores, the daily function at office, in fact the whole barracks seem unreal without him.
There is a depressed feeling throughout the
Regiment, and every phase of its routine, for we
have suffered a very great loss.
That we should all of us be influenced, to the
extent that we are, by the absence of one individual,
is not surprising considering that w e have none of
us ever known, or considered the possibility of, the
Regiment without "Pilse . "
It will be some time before we realise that he
has left us for good, and many a day before we
feel a complete body without his well known figure
and cheery face, upon which we had come to look
as an institution as unchangeable and permanent
as the Regimental crest itself.
Besides the loss of a very dear friend, Major
Pillinger's departure deprives us of a great and
real link with the Regiment as it was in the '70's
and '80's—for—although the Old Comrades Association is a very great bond, we lose the one man
who up till now could boast of having served as a
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'10thHusarf9om n India to the present South
7i
African Tour.
If Major Pillinger, whose memory rivals that of
' Datas ' and whose sense of humour is proverbial,
would give us the benefit of his reminiscenses by
instalments in the Gazette, the anecdotes and
experiences of 34 years of Regimental life, would
not be carried away with him and lost to his many
friends of the Regiment past and present . When
General Kavanagh conceived the idea of starting
a Regimental Gazette during his command, he
realised, without a second thought, that the one man
'o ho could fill the editorial chair was Major Pillinger . Without doubt there is no one who . could
have collected the same amount of news of old
Tenth as our late editor has always managed to
do . He seems to have been in intimate touch with
every officer and man who has ever served with
us, and brought the new production to the top of
the tree of Regimental papers from its very first
issue, which place of honour it has kept ever
since, owing to his untiring energy.
No one can realise the amount of work Major
Pillinger has put into the Gazette, yet the hours
of ` typeing ' and decyphering of illegible scrawls
of contributors, in no way hindered his other
work or interfered with the evening Rubber of
Bridge, without which to him no day was complete . It can only be supposed that many gallons
of midnight oil have been expended for our
benefit .

The Gazette has been Major Pillinger's joy and
justifyable pride, and through its columns all ranks
take the opportunity of wishing once more 'Goodbye' and the most sincere wishes for a long and
happy future to the staunchest 10th Hussar of perhaps any time, who has made the Regment his life
long devotion and one who we know will never
forget us.
Suffice it to say that of the several thousands who
have passed through the Regiment (luring Major
Pillinger's Regimental life, there is not one t o
whom the word Tenth can have meant more, or
even as much, as it has always meant to him.
TI is is without doubt reciprocated, for there ( ;in
never have been another member of the Regiment,
who has had the same number of intimate and
affectionate friends, that he has accumulated in his
34 years service.
His arrival at the Regimental or Old Comrades
Dinner is the signal for 10th Hussars of every age
and rank to press round him, all genuinely delighted to sec him and anxious to shake "Little
Pilse" by the hand.
That his popularity is by no means confined to
the Stone-age
or the days of Shock Tactics was
very obviously shewn him as his time among us
grew short.
The following brief summary of his service shows
about as intensive an experience in cavalry stations
as it would be possible to conceive for any one man
to have had.
Major Pillinger was born on 13th May 1860,
and though he was destined for a civil engineer
by his parents, he did not find those prospects
attractive and so enlisted in the 61st Foot in
October 187 6 with whom he stayed until his di
8scharge
79
was purchased on 17th April 1
Eleven clays of civilian life so disgusted him that
he decided to try another shillings worth and :
28th April 1879 joined the loth Royal Hussars,
Canterbury Depot.
'88o moved to Rawal Pindi.
1881
Lucknow . (Appointed Lce . Cpl.
10th Jan).
1882 Promoted Orderley Room Sergeant.
1884 Suakin' . (Medal and Star for Eastern Soudan, 1 Clasp .) Trinketat . Shorncliffe.
1885 moved to Aldershot . (Promoted Troop
Sergt . Major .)
1887 moved to Hounslow.
1888 moved to York . (Promoted Quarter Master Sergeant).
1891 moved to Curragh.
1891
„
,, Dublin.
Cahir.
18Q2
1894 Ballincollig.
„ Newbridge
.
1895

„ Aldershot . (Granted medal for
1897
„
Long Service and Good Conduct).
1897 moved to Canterbury . (Promoted Regimental Quarter Master Sergt .)
'899 moved to Aldershot.
1599 19o2 South African \Var . (2 Medals, Clasps . Promoted Hon . Lieut . and Quarter Master, 7th Feb . 1900 ).
1902
'gob Mhow, Central India.
1906—1912 Rawal Pindi . (Promoted Capt . 7th
Feb . 1910 ; promoted Major 16th Dec . 1911.
1912 moved to Tempe, Bloemfontein.
1913
„
„ Potchefstroom, Transvaal.
Left for home Saturday, 31st May, 1913.
Served under the following Colonels :—Lord
Ralph herr, E . Wood, Liddell, Lord Downe,
Manners Wood, Fisher, Alexander, Byng, Kavanagh, Vaughan, Barnes.
Adjutants : Sandes, Lord Airlie, Lord A.
Compton . Byng, Lawley, Barclay, Brand, Dawnay,
Pelham, Mitford, Annesley, Palmer, Stewart.
All Tenth Hussars are exceedingly pleased to
hear that after a short leave at home Major Pillinger goes to Cairo where he takes up the duties of
assistant secretary to the club . The climate, after
so much foreign service, is sure to suit him and
the club is to be very much congratulated in its
good fortune in securing him . No doubt, General
Byng who always knows vv here to find the right
man for the right place is responsible for this
appointment.
Major Pillinger will still be among soldiers,
and have round him General Byng, Capt . Annesley,
and occasionly Capt . Gibbs, so he will still be in
touch with the Tenth Hussars.
In conclusion we all unite in saving 'Au Revoir'
to the kindliest and best of friends, and assure
him that we, like him, can never forget

"PILSE "—An Appreciation.

When you look back and think about some friend
you have known well, who has perhaps permanently
or temporarily passed out of your every day life,
his memory is probably brought in relief by some
Ocharacteristic
ne
which was peculiar to him.
cannot think of "Billy" without thinking of pole
or " Daddy _Moon" without thinking of cricket
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and the subject of this small article inevitably
brings to your mind that great attribute of
cha racter . There is nothing more true than the
fact that success in any walk of life is chiefly
determined by character--no brains, and no amount
of work, will make up for the lack of it . In this
respect, "Pilse" is a standing example, which
should be an incentive and encouragement to every
Tenth Hussar from the Colonel to Errett, the band
boy . A good example is an enormous help, and
here we have an excellent one in a man we all
know well.
I f you look around you and take note of your
fellow men, you will find that a man who excels
in anything has always got a lot of good in him- -it is fairly easy to be second best, but much harder
to
be best ! Well—there is no doubt that Major
Roland Pillinger "excelled " in what he took up.
He started from the bottom, and finished at the
top--the very extreme top that the short sighted
Regulations would allow him to . He couldn't go
higher—so you may fairly say that he made the
most of his life—and that was largely done by
character so let every Tenth Hussar take off his
hat to him.
With such an example before us all, I think it
would be a thousand pities not to learn what we
can from it For the good of the Regiment that
we all love so much, I hope that some anyhow
now in it, will be fired to emulate him . I wonder
how many of us will be able to say at the finish
that we have achieved, as Pilse did—the very
H .P . S.
It is not for me to attempt in this little article to
enumerate the various incidents and successes in
the career of our late Quarter-Master—that is better
(lone elsewhere—I am merely trying to state what
I think of him as a "man", because I am sure
there is so much to be learnt from him.
"Loyalty"--"Love of Regiment " —"Stedfastness of purpose"—what magnificent qualities they
are, and how well "Pilse" fulfilled them . And
perhaps less magnificent, but more human, was
the warmth of his heart towards his comrades of
all ranks, his one desire being that they should
all he worthy of the Regiment.
Though he has now left us, his memory will,
I am confident, be a help to the Regiment for all
time .
R .B .
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EDITOR'S NOTES.

It is always a difficult lot for new editors to take
on the work of the old in such a Gazette as this,
which has been raised to such a high pitch of
excellence by Major Pillinger . We, the new editors,
trust that the readers of the Gazette will overlook
our short-comings in this our first number (and in
future numbers), and refrain from comparisons
with the past which, we are only too conscious,
cannot be to our advantage.

Our first unenviable task is to record the sad
departure from the Regiment, on May 31st, of
Major Pillinger, whose loss has deeply affected us
all . It is superfluous here to attempt to describe
his merits as Editor of the Gazette, as, since its
inception at Mhow iii October 1907, the successive
numbers, under his Editorship, have always spoken
for themselves . An abler pen than ours has, in
the biography of Major Pillinger which we publish
in this number, given an appreciation of his worth
and qualities with which we all concur . So we will
not attempt more.

The same day we had to bid farewell to another
and indispensible member of the staff in the person of R .Q .M .S . Hopkins . With Mrs . Hopkins
and family, he sailed for England in the "
Grantully Castle." We wish him the best of luck after
his many years of useful and honourable service
in the Regiment.

A reference to the 'Regimental Gazette ' in this
Gazette, will inform our readers that, by Army
Orders, dated War Office, 1st April, no less than
five Tenth Hussars have been awarded the Medal
for Long Service and Good Conduct.
To each personally, we tender our hearty congratulations on his acquisition of this honourable
proof of their worthy and meritorious services.
It possesses distinct value, not only whilst serving, but also on the return of the recipient to
civil life.
Soldiers know the difficulties with which the
long eighteen years probationary period are hedged
round, and are fully aware of the military and
moral qualities of the wearer of the distinction, and
the possession of it has also become to be recognised by civil employers as a guarantee of integrity
and reliability.
Therefore . we urge upon all re-engaged Tenth
Hussars the high importance of qualifying for the
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medal . To the younger soldiers of the regiment
too, we address the same counsel, because they
may in their turn become eligible for this invaluable
proof of good conduct during their soldiering days.

Messrs . Brocklehurst, Armstrong and Leslie
Melville competed iii the jumping contests at the
Agricultural Show, held at Bloemfontein, on the
15th, loth and 17th April.
They achieved notable successes in all the events
for which they w ere eligible competitors, as the
following results show :—

Duly, 1913.

And a smart crowd they looked, in their well-cut
white kits and helmets, and one cannot help comparing them, (Band Tommies mark you !), with our
visitors, (the Officers from the New- Zealand), of
a forthnight ago ." Then follows comparisons
which, as we all know, are proverbially odious, and
we refrain from re-publishing them.

The whole regiment sympathises with Captain
Sir Frank Rose in the sad loss lie has suffered by
the death of his father, which occurred on the 21st
April .

OPEN JUMPING.
2nd Prize .—Mr . Melville's The Unknown,—Owner.
3rd Prize . Mr . Armstrong ' s Tomtit, Owner.
COMPETITION FOR SOUTH AFRICAN BRED
HORSES.
1st Prize .

Col . Barnes' Devon,—Mr

.

Armstrong.

HIGH JUMP.
1st Prize .--Mr . Melville ' s The Unknown,—Owner.
2nd Prize . Mr . Melville ' s Romano's, Owner.
3rd Prize .—Mr . Armstrong ' s Tomtit,—Owner.

One effect of their performances was the receipt
of a communication from the Secretary of the impending Agricultural Show at Pietermaritzburg, informing our representatives that his Comittee
had been struck by their display at Bloemfontein.
and hoped that it would be possible for them to
compete at the "Maritzburg Show " .
Owing to their regimental duties it was not.

Sir Basil Brooke rejoined from leave in Ireland,
on the 10th April.

Major Shearman assisted in scoring triumphs in
the Lawn Tennis Tournament, played in the Club
Grounds, on the 19th April.
With Miss \Vessels as his partner, the "Mixed
Doubles " was secured, and in the "Gentlemen ' s
Doubles " , he and Captain Dyer, A .S .C ., defeated
all comers.

In its "Jo'burg Jottings", the II - inning Post of
the 10th April, reporting on the races at Turffontein, states : —
"The band of the Tenth, outside on the lawn,
'Gaby-glided ' and 'Hitchykood', and '
musical-comedied' , and generally brightened things up .

Mr . Greenwood rejoined from leave in England,
on the 30th April.

In consequence of the number of men now attending Army Schools having attained the number of
35,000, it has been determined that the Reports on
them shall be in future be published annually, instead of irregularly as has been the practice hitherto .
In establishing the figure of merit of regiments
etc ., the following points are awarded :
for 1st class certificates
20
2nd class 10
3rd class
5
In the first of these annual reports, for 1912-13,
the Tenth occupies the proud position of first place
in the regiments of cavalry of the line, the certificates in possession being :
1st class
2nd class
3rd class

29
25S

29S

the figure of merit being 7-27. The highest position in the Army is held by a Company of R .G .A .,
namely 8-26, which we hope, may be excelled by
the Tenth . Now that the importance of education
is so fully recognised, both as a factor in military
duties and as a valuable asset on reversion to civil
life, the necessity of reaching the highest possible
standard is impressed upon all ranks.

In a recent issue of the Taller we were greatly
pleased to observe a strikingly good photograph of
our former Commanding Officer, General Kavanagh, mounted on his horse on which he ran third
at the Aldershot Military Steeplechase Meeting.
From it, it is evident that he has lost none of that
vigour with which we always associate him . May
it long be maintained.

Before these notes are in the hands of our
readers, General Kavanagh ' s term of command of
the 1st Cavalry Brigade, will have expired . All
Tenth Hussars anticipate seeing him, ere long,
holding a command the importance of which will
he commensurate to the splendid services he has
rendered to the Army.

Our congratulations to Major Cadogan, whom
the King of Wurtemburg has been delighted to
honour . The Army
and Navy Gazette of the 3rd
May, contains the following :
" The King of Wurtemburg has conferred the
Cross of Honour of the Order of the Crown of
Wurtemburg, upon Major The Honourable \V . G.
Cadogan, M .V.O ., who accompanied The Prince of

Wales to Stuttgart, as Equerry to His Royal
Highness.

The Pretoria Show took place on May 22nd, 23rd
and 24th . On the whole the impression given of
the Show was not a very good one . The general
standard of the classes was not high, but we understand that the committee has had a very uphill
fight to put it on its legs, and we trust that it
succeeded in paying its way . We wish it all prosperity in future.
A team, composed of Mr . Armstrong, Lord Airlie,
Mr . Leslie-Melville and Mr . Turnor, entered for
the section jumping, and von it, the S .A . Police
Section being second, after leading by one point
in the first round . Mr . Leslie-Melville and Mr.
Armstrong were easily 1st and 2nd respectively with
'Romano's' and 'Coleen ' in the Chargers Class .

Mr . Armstrong won a good first on `Tomtit' in the
Jumping Class for horses which had not previously
won a recognised jumping competition, and \Ir.
Leslie-Melville's The Unknown' equal 1st in the
High Jump.
On Saturday, May 31st, the 104th, 105th, 106th
batteries R .F .A . completed their march from
Pretoria . We give them a hearty welcome to Potchefstroom, and trust they will enjoy their stay.
We regret that the 10th and 106th batteries will
be leaving us, we understand, after they have completed the practise.
Mr . Gordon Canning left us on June 1st, for long
leave iii England.

June 3rd was the anniversary of the birthday of
His Most Gracious Majesty King George V, our
Colonel-in-Chief . This was celebrated by a full
dress Ceremonial Parade . The rest of the day was
observed as a holiday .
Stables were finished at
1 .30 p.m . and we duly enjoyed the holiday.
A few days later we were gratified on seeing ; the
following notice in orders :
"The General Officer Commanding wishes to
express to all ranks that he was thoroughly satisfied with the general turnout and steadiness of
parade movements on the King's Birthday Parade.
It was very creditable to all considering there had
been so little rehearsal.
The condition of the horses is excellent ."
The following cablegram was sent to His
Majesty :--
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"Lord Stamfordham,
Buckingham Palace.

Please convey to His Majesty best wishes and
congratulations on his birthday.
Tenth Hussars . ' '
to which we received the following reply :
"I have received, with much pleasure, the message
contained in your telegram . Will you convey my
sincere thanks to all ranks for their congratulations
and good wishes . " (Signed) GEORGE R .I.
Colonel-in-Chief.

On the same day, we received the following
telegram from Major Pillinger in reply to one sent
to him, wishing him a final good-bye :—"Au revoir,
love and gratidude to all . God bless the Regiment . "

Lady Helen Mitford left us on June 9th to
proceed to England on S .S . Briton.

As we are unable, as yet, to say what figure of
merit we reached in the shooting for the 'Empire
Cup, ' we only append the score :
Score
420 2604 . Average 67 .3
H .P .S.

The Potchefstroom 'week ' is over, and 'early to
bed, early to rise ' is once more the role . To the
restless sequence of activities—suited, we hope, to
all tastes,—succeeds We calm of the uneventful
life of cantonments . Into seven days were crammed,
a golf tournament, two polo tournaments, two
gymkhanas, a football match, four theatrical entertainments and we believe, seven (lances . For the
accuracy of the latter we will not vouch, as we
were not present, being but indifferent performers on the boards . We understand, however, that
our gilded staff was largely responsible, first for
the setting up of at least two of the (lances, and the
arrangement of the setting in which they were the
chief stars, adding no doubt lustre to their already
glittering selves, and secondly for whatever took
place at those exclusive gatherings and the inordinately early hours of the morning that they returned to bed : Sore feet, husky voices and a decided penchant to unconventional slumber the
next day seem to tell their talc . So we will say
n0 more.
The golf tournament, between the Town and the
Cantonments, ended in a draw, as the Cantonments
won the singles and the Town the foursomes, al-
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though the latter was considerably the larger
victory of the two.
At the Royal's Sports, in the open event, Pte . R.
Wilson won the 1000 Yards, with Pte . Devlin third.
R .S .M . King got 3rd place in the Individual Tent
Pegging, and Pte . Crawley 1st in the V.C . Race,
a good race which looked like being in Pte.
Rid-ley's hands until his horse ran out at the last hurdle.
Pte . Porter secured 211d prize for the best dressed
dummy and `C' Squadron were placed 2nd iii the
Mounted Wrestling.
For the Polo Tournament, 10 teams comprising
two from the Royals, Potchefstroom ' (Captains
Brown and Houstoun, Messrs . Hearne and PittRivers), three X .R .H ., Royal Scots Fusiliers, Bedfords, Gunners and Harrismith.
After a good tournament, in which all varieties
of polo were seen, the Harrismith team won on their
somewhat low handicap . Everyone will admit,
however, that they played a very good game and
deserved their success . A great game between them
and the Royals `C' in the first round proved that
goals was too much to concede in a four chukker
match, and the Harrismth team won a hard fought
game . Score 6—5.
Another good game was that between the Royals
and X.R.H
. `A' team, which was only decided
after extra time by the odd goal in favour of the
former who were thus left in for the final.
The other games call for no very particular comment . The final was a keenly contested game, the
play remaining very even all through . It was only
at the end of the third chukker that the Royals
succeeded iii breaking through the Harrismith defence and scoring . No other score occurred, so
Harrismith were left the winners on their handicap,
2
goals to I.
The second tournament for the teams which had
failed to get into the semi-finals of the above,
resulted in a very good match between the Bedfords and the Royal Scots Fusiliers in the final.
After very even play, in which each side scored
two alternately, the latter succeeded in scoring
minutes from time and so taking the lead . This
they held and won an excellent match by 6-5.
We congratulate the Royals, and Captain Chapman in particular, for the splendid entertainments
of their Dramatic Society . They gave us three
excellent and most amusing performances.
R .Q .M .S . Kronin is a host in himself . For, besides posessing a very fine voice which he showed
to great advantage, especially in "The Pink Lady'',
he completely convulsed the audience in his impersonations of Maud Allan and Sousa, and
amazed them in his exceedingly clever performances of the famous and still mysterious box and
In the second part he
mystic cupboard tricks .
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acted with Corpl . Fitch in the amusing farce " The
Bailiffs'' and gave a further prove of his great versatility . Corpl . Fitch delighted everyone by his
very droll and witty lectures on " Temperance " and
" Riding School " . We must also mention the
clever skit on the bioscope which was extremely
well acted and brought forth roars of laughter from
the delighted audience . We must not forget, too,
the troupe which sang the choruses with excellent
effect . Altogether, the entertainments were most
enjoyable and we greatly look forward to the time
when we shall next have a chance of seeing the
Royals' A .D .S .

\Ve are glad to hear that Major Cadogan is playing polo in England, and appears to he in good
form . We cull the following from ` The Pink '1-n ' :
"North Staffordshire had a very easy task against
Magdalen, for whom Major Cadogan was playing,
but the others in his team lacked the experience
and practise necessary to give them the slightest
chance against the good combination of the
visitors . "

R .Q .M .S . HOPKINS.

Another great loss, which the Regiment has
sustained, is the retirement of Regtl . Qr . Mr.
Sergt . G . Hopkins, who left us by the same boat
as did Major Pillinger .

Copies of Nos . 2, 5, 7, n
are obtainable.
Apply to The Editors.
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Copies of the following contemporaries
are
acknowledged with thanks :

The Vedette.
The Inniskilliner.
The Eagle.
The White Lancer.
The Black Horse Gazette.

The rates of subscriptions per annum for the
Gazette are :
Postage Paid.
s . d.
Officers at home
0
...
N.COs. and Men at home or in
the Colonies . . .
6 o
Officers serving
o10
o
N .C .Os . and Men serving . . .
4 0
Annual subsciptions may be paid in to Messrs.
Cox & Co ., 16, Charing Cross, S .W.

Nearly the whole of Sergt . Major Hopkin's service, in all twenty-three years, was spent in the
Quarter-Master's Stores.
It was Sergeant Major Hopkins ' greatest regret
that he was not allowed to accompany the Regiment to South Africa in 1899 . It was only a few
da ys before the Regiment sailed that Colonel
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Fisher definitely decided that he must be left
behind to act as R .Q .M .S . to the depot, then at
Aldershot and afterwards moved to Woolwich and
finally to Hounslow . That it was a position of great
trust and the selection therefore a compliment can
only very partially have made up for the great
disappointment.
Recruits and Reservists, pouring a pace, soon
brought the depot up to the strength of nearly two
regiments . The outfitting of recruits, drafts for
the Regiments, etc ., with the daily strength of
men and horses varying very considerably,
necessitated the presence of a man of considerable
ability to cope with the amount of work that had
to be done (luring the first few months of the war.
Sergt . Major Hopkins, however, rose to the
occasion and by his hard work, accuracy and
system of organisation managed to overcome all
difficulties.
When the second Provisional Regiment of
Hussars was disbanded at the end of the War, Sergt.
Major Hopkins was at last released and permitted
to rejoin the Regiment, then stationed at Mhow.
His record of service is as follows :
189
December
Joined 10th
Appointed Lce Corpl .
Promoted Corporal
Appointed
1896
Lce/Sergt.
Promoted
1897
Sergeant
Acting R .Q .M .S . Aldershot 18
Woolwich
Hounslow
1905
1st :March
Promoted
R.Q.M.S .

1891
1892

99

to
1902

He was awarded the medal for Long Service and
Good Conduct, during our stay at Rawal Pindi.
Sergt . Major Hopkins, we hope, goes as Secretary
to the Old Comrades Association and so will keep
in close touch with the Regiment.
We all wish him and Mrs . Hopkins every prosperity in Civil life, and assure them that they will
he very much missed from their places in the
Regiment.

HEREDITARY TENTH HUSSARS.

We are much indebted to Major Pillinger for
the following short histories of the fathers of the
group of the Hereditary Tenth Hussars.
One of the most gratifying features in the life
of any regiment is the continuation on its rolls,
of names which have become "landmarks, " and
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familiar by reasons of the fact that the fathers
of the hearers of those names formerly performed
long and creditable services in the regiment.
The sons of those fathers come to us, and are
rightly described as Hereditary Tenth Hussars.
They are equipped from birth with a love for the
regiment, endowed with all the instincts which go
to make smart and good loyal soldiers.
In the photograph which adorns this article, it
is made manifest that we possess a reasonable
proportion of these desirable members of the regiment at the present time . It will not perhaps,
be considered inappropriate, if some little reminiscent account is gven here, of the services of their
fathers . I would preface this account with an
expression of regret that it was not possible to include Captain The Hon . A . Annesly in the group
He is now serving in Egypt on the staff of that
good Tenth Hussar, General The Hon . J . Byng,
and it is certain, when the time comes to record
his share in the doings of the regiment, that it
will prove my assertion respecting hereditary, and
will compare favourably with the record of his
father, Lord Valentia, whose claim to Tenth
Hussar fame has been justly referred to, in the
columns of the G azette on previous occasions.
Our senior "son of the regiment ' . at present is
Major Crichton . He is a connecting link in our
history -of over half a century, his father, Colonel
Sir Harry Crichton, having served with great
distinction from 13th June 1863 to 1874.
The Earl of Airlie has only been with us a few
months . The pleasure which his advent caused
has already ben published, and it is sufficient to
say here that the pleasure has been intensified on
every day which has elapsed since he joined us at
Rawal Pinch, last Ocotober . He is recognised as
one who will emulate and perpetuate the really
glorious career of his father, who loved the Tenth
Hussars immeasurably and added signally to the
lustre of its history and traditions.
Mr . Greenwood is the son of Captain
Greenwood who is remembered by his contemporaries as an
enthusiastic Tenth Hussar, who helped to bring
fame to the regiment on active service in Afghanistan and the Soudan, in all matters professional,
and in all the sport of the regiment . He earned the
Humane Society ' s medal for conspicuous gallantry
in the Kabul River disaster and was one of the
regimental Polo team which won the Inter-regi182 mental Tournaments in 1881 and
Taking the N .C .Os and men, I select the son
of the oldest Tenth Hussar here Private "Bob"
Start . He left us some twenty five years ago,
after good service, including the Afghan and
Soudan campaigns . He left behind him a reputation as a soldier who was one of the most expert
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Bdsn . Nash, Pte . Start, Pte . Dunce, Pte . R . Bodill, Bdsn . .A . Bodill, Boy Price, Pte . Gordon, Bdsn . Hargreaves, Tptr . Bodill,
Tptr. Matthison, Tpt r. Holmes, Lord Airlie, Major C . W . H . Crichton, Lt . V . J . Greenwood, Cpl . Beckwith, Cpl . Wright.
Bdsn . Green,
Boy J . Bodill

in the regiment in those great essentials for a
Hussar, grooming and the care of his horse, and
celerity iii 'putting-up ' a saddle : also for that
command of 'language' for which our troopers
gained everlasting fame in Flanders.
Corporal Wright is a son of Sergeant Major
"Dick " Wright who gained renown in every rank
he held, as a finished horseman, an adept at polo
and all mounted sports, useful in the cricket field,
one of the most cheery contributors at all social
gatherings in the Sergeants' Mess, handy with the
billiard cue, and a real good comrade . A warrior
in Afghanistan and the Soudan . In the last years
of his service he was our Rough-riding Sergeant
Major and one who could not be beaten in the service . Many will remember an exploit of his when
we were stationed at Hounslow . At the time
Buffalo Bill with his Wild West Show, made his
first appearance in England, and arroused admiring
astonishment by the exhibition of horseman-ship
displayed by his troop of cowboys on buck-jumping
horses . It was a custom, at each performance to
challenge the audience to come forward and attempt

to sit one of the animals for five minutes, after
the cowboys had given their show . One night
several of the regiment went up to witness the
performance, among them Dick Wright . The
usual challenge was thrown out in due course,
and a few daring spirits essayed to rival the cowboys with markedly unsuccessful results . Dick
had been a careful watcher of the proceedings, and
after a couple of cavalrymen had made attempts,
quietly left his seat, dressed in stable dress, a
garb most unsuitable for the trial, and stepped
into the arena . The audience prepaired itself to
jibe at yet another failure, as had been in the case
of all who had gone before . The buckjumper was
held by a cowboy as Sergeant Major Wright lept
lightly into the sadle . The cowboy let go and the
fun immediately began . But not to end, as had
been the end before . The first violent plunges of
the animal were evidently disconcerting, but, as
they continued, the rider became more and more ` at
home, ' and to the increasing surprise and admiration of the thousands of spectators, he remained
upstairs . As the minutes passed, and Dick sat
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there with momentarily increasing confidence, and
establishing simpathy between himself and his
mount, the delight of the audience grew, and
finally vented itself in a crescendo of hearty and
excited cheers, the like of which was never heard
before in the Wild West . When, after ten minutes
our Tenth Hussar trotted placidly round the ring,
the climax came . Shouts went up, handkerchiefs
were waved, and there was a universal desire to
shake hands with the Centaur, who cut away from
the scene, more troubled by the enthusiasm of the
audience, than he had been by the test from which
he had come out so well.
Trumpeter Holmes is the son of Sergeant Major
"Johnie " Holmes, who was of the same period as
Dick Wright, 1870-1891 . He was one of the most
popular soldiers in the regiment, who saw service

the immediate conditions of life happened to be,
he rejoiced in the sobriquet of "Jolly" . Never was
the appellation more appropriate.
The father of our "Bodill section', of whom he
is pardonably proud, has I think, put up a record,
by sending four sons to the regiment . He joined
in 188o and fought at El Teb and Tamaai . He
will be remembered as a man of unruffable
phlegmatic temperament . He gained great popularity as the Sergeant Major of Yeomanry of which
Captain Williams is now Adjutant, and Sergeant
Major Black an instructor . By Sergeant Major
Bodill ' s recent communications we know that he
has lost none of his regimental spirit.
Bandsman Green ' s father joined on our arrival
from India in 1884 . He served in the South
African War, to which he proceeded on the

in Afghanistan and the Soudan, a valuable man at
all mounted sports, a tower of strength in the regimental Lloyd-Lindsay team which won many
victories in India and at home, and possessed, as
most good soldiers do, an irrepressible fund of
humour . The men of old 'B' Troop, in Lucknow,
will always look back to their service with "Johnnie" as their Troop Sergeant Major, with fond
memory.
Corporal Beckwith ' s father was a contemporary
of the two Sergeant Majors referred to, and shared
the fortunes of the regiment in Arghanistan and the
Soudan . He was also a skilful exponent of all
mounted sports, and recognised as a very redoubtable foe in the regimental sword competitions . He
left to join the Yorkshire Hussars as Sergeant
Major Instructor.
Bandsman Nash's father was also a bandsman of
lovable disposition . Ever cheery no matter what

wrecked transport "Ismore " , through nearly the
whole campaign . To his chagrin, he was invalided
after our return to Cape Colony . He subsequently
served as an Instructor of Yeomanry, and is now a
genial Bonifacio in the town of Norwich, where
he takes as keen an interest in the doings of the
regiment, as he did when with it . He never fails
to look out for, and entertain any Tenth Hussar
whom he may encounter.
Trumpeter Matthison is worthily following his
father ' s footsteps . The latter, Sergeant Major
Matthison left us in Canterbury to become a
Yeomanry- Instructor, and served in South Africa
with that Force.
Bandsman Hargreaves is a son of the RoughRiding Sergeant-Major of the 2nd Provisional
Regiment of Hussars, to which he was transferred
from the Tenth . He filled the position with credit
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to himself and benefit to the many recruits he
trained for the regiment in South Africa.
Private Gordon is the son of Regimental Sergeant Major Gordon,
Private Dunce, of Staff-Sergeant-Farrier Dunce,
Boy Price, of Squadron-Sergt .-Major Price,
all of whose excellent services terminated so
recently as to be familiar to most of our readers
and do not need recounting here.
The above is only a very brief narration of all
those good old soldiers contributed to the inner
history of the regiment . Much more could be
written, but there is nothing I can add to express
my affectionate recollections of them, as old and
valued comrades.
I trust that the line of their descendants will not
terminate with those that are now wih us, but that
they, in their turn, will give occasion for some
future writer to describe how they have perpetuated
a succession of Hereditary Tenth Hussars.

WISE AND OTHERWISE.

Referring to the generous desire expressed by
one of our last joined subalterns to provide "little
harps" for the band, when mounted, we suggest
that he might also like to supply them with "little
wings" instead of the commonplace "jogging
quad ."
We see visions of the band iii future floating
along its winged way, harping angelic music in
front of the regiment.
We are indebted to "ff (dim)" for the following :
One night a prominent Scout Corporal, being
about too miles from barracks in the direction of
Green Point and lost to the wide, asked a
civilian to put him on the right road to Cantonments . No doubt the person in question belonging
to our "investigating department, " and being a good
scout, will in future make sure that he is asking
a civilian and not a 10th Hussar !

Overheard in 'C ' Squadron Mess Room :—
" Orderly ! Give me a loaf of bread for two men
on guard ."
Orderly (an economical Scot) : You cant have
it as we ' re short of bread . Take two halves ."
I am glad to note the increasing soldierly bearing
'C ' Squadron men . This I attribute to the use
of the new rifle with the 'aperture sight', as I had
it on good authority, when talking of the old rifle,
that the use of the aperture sight was to ease the
strain on the men's necks .
of

PEDLAR.
We are glad to see signs of life amongst the R .E.
who have now solved a question of stable management which has much perplexed a certain Sergeant
of 'C ' Squadron . The question was whether the
bedding should be put out in the sun on Thursdays and Sundays or pushed under the mangers.
He is now convinced that the reason for the new
short rack chains, which the R .E . have just put
up, is obviously to prevent the horses from eating
their bedding on these two days and that therefore
it should be put under the mangers !
We understand 'B' Squadron had a very instructive three days in camp at Venterskroon . We
hear that the culminating point of one of the
nights operations was the capture of the Squadron
Cooks, who were out collecting fuel . The scouts,
who were the enemy, indignantly deny the charge
that they suborned the bawachees
to hood-wink
the Squadron . Cheers for the Scouts, and better
luck to `13' next time, (to say nothing of the
Cooks .)
The Corporal, who is familiarly known as "Windy," emphaticly denies that the subject of our
new Concert Heading is a portrait of himself
signalling to his Squadron Officer that there were
large numbers of enemy ' s horses grazing between
Eerste Randjes North and Rock Rabbit Ridge.
Nobody ever saw him do such a thing . (Eds.
Note . We quite believe it !)
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MEMOIRS OF THE TENTH ROYAL HUSSARS.
(Prince of Wales's Own).

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL .—(Continued).

(Collected and arranged by the late Colonel R . S.
Liddell, Commanding the Regiment .)

CHAPTER XXII.
The Prussians retreat .—The English fall back
upon Waterloo .—Affair at Genappe .—The night
before Waterloo.
NAPOLEON'S victory at Ligny having caused
Marshall Blucher to retire
1815 .
with his army, the Duke was
obliged to make a retrogade
movement on Waterloo, in order to keep touch
with the Prussians . Selecting a position in which
he could rely on Blucher's
co-operation from
Wavre, Wellington issued his orders for the allied
army to be drawn up in front of Mont St . Jean,
at the juncture of the Charleroi and Nivelles roads
leading to Brussels.
Marshal Ney, perceiving the British in retreat,
at once pushed forward his cavalry . Thereupon
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Vivian moved the 10th Hussars across the slope
in above the Namur road, and . there posted them
echelon of squadrons . At that moment Wellington
nit]] his staff, rode up, and halted in front of the
regiment, and it was from this point that the Duke,
soon afterwards, saw the advance of the enemy's
cuirassiers, preceded by lancers . Scouting parties
from the 10th and 18th Hussars were sent out,
but, being unable to check the French advance, the
piquets fell back, and the 10th Hussars took up
their proper position in the line . Then Vivian,
forming in a new alignment, threw back his left,
so as to present a front to the enemy, and also to
'sVandelur protect the left of the whole of the line.
brigade was during this moment in the right rear
of Vivian's, and close to Quatre Bras.
As soon as Wellington discerned Ney ' s intention
to molest his retreat . it became a question of deep
consideration whether it would be advisable to
offer a serious resistance to the enemy's advance.
When hot\ ever, Lord Uxbridge made the remark
that the defiles in rear, as well as the distance of
the allied infantry would prevent their co-operation,
the Duke, without hesitation, ordered the cavalry
to continue its retreat . To carry this into effect,
the Earl of Uxbridge immediately formed his
cavalry into three columns, and retired in the
following order : The right column, consisting of
Grant ' s and Dornberg's light cavalry brigades, by
the ford a little above the town of Genappe ; the
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centre column, composed of all the heavy cavalry,
along- the Brussels high road ; and the left colmn,
formed of Vandeleur's and Vivian ' s brigades,
across the bridge over the river Genappe at
Thuy . (1)

Scarcely had these dispositions been made, than
the piquet of the 18th Hussars was driven in b _y
two or three squadrons of French cavalry . Vivian
however, opened fire with his battery of horse
(r) See Siborne, p . 163 .

artillery, and checked their further advance . Th e
French then hastily brought up their artillery, and
fired upon the Hussar Brigade . But Vivian, who
had received instructions from Lord Uxbridge to
coupled with an intimation that he
wretire,
ould

be supported by Vandeleur, then in his rear, perceiving the enemy ' s cavalry pressing forward in
great numbers, not only iii his front, but on his
left flank, put his brigade about and retired in
line covered by skirmishers . On nearing Vandeleur's brigade, Vivian
as surprised to find the
NN
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second line also in retreat ; for he had expected to
retire through the intervals of that brigade, and
was not aware of the instructions given to VandeHe immediately
leur " to leave the road clear . "
occupied the ground thus vacated, and ordered the
18th to charge the French as soon as they came
within reach . It was now that a violent storm of
thunder and rain broke over the field of battle.
The 18th Hussars were just preparing to charge,
and only waiting till the guns of the brigade
disorder in the enemy's ranks.
had
created
At the first discharge of artillery the
heavens burst forth with peals of thunder,
and poured down torrents of rain . " (Siborne).
In a few minutes the ground became so saturated
with water that rapid movements of cavalry were
impracticable . In consequence of this state of the
ground, Vivian determined to retire on the Brussels road . He despatched at once his battery if
horse artillery towards the bridge over the Genappe
at Thuy, and sent an aide-de-camp to request Vandeleur to move his brigade across with all rapidity, so as to leave the bridge clear for the passage
of his guns and cavalry . The enemy still closely
followed the left column, and, as there was some
difficulty in passing the squadrons over the bridge,
Vivian ordered a portion of the 10th Hussars to
dismount as soon as they had reached the opposite
bank of the river, and there to be prepared with
their carbines to defend the passage of the remainder of the brigade, should their retreat he badly
pressed . So bold however, was the enemy's attack,
that a squadron of the 1st German Hussars was cut
off from the bridge, and compelled to pass the
Genappe at a point lower down the stream . Meanwhile, having ascertained that all was ready,
Vivian galloped over the bridge with the remainder
of the 1st German Hussars, followed by the French
loudly cheering ; but the fire from the dismounted
men of the Tenth, together with the sight of the
remainder of the regiment, and the whole of the
18th Hussars formed up on the rising ground
beyond, checked the pursuit . After remainging in
this position for some little time, Vivian's brigade
continued its retreat without molestation along a
narrow cross-road, leading through the villages of
Glabois, Frischermont, Smohain, and Verd-Cocou.
(See Siborne, p . 168).

While Vivian fell back with his brigade, the 7th
Hussars were left in Genappe to check the pursuit,
and were hotly engaged with the enemy, in covering the retirement of the army . Wellington, at
that time, fell back with the whole of his troops,
towards the forest of Soignies, where he took up a
position on either side of the high road from
Charleroi to Brussels at Mont St . Jean, in front
of the village of Waterloo . Napoleon followed with
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the great bulk of his forces, and formed them nearly
same opposite to the English on both sides of the
high road, with his headquarters at La Belle
Alliance . Thirty-two thousand French under
Grouchy w ere detached to observe the Prussians,
retiring on Wavre, while the numbers remaining
with Napoleon himself were about 72,000, (Ibid),
with 248 guns . Wellingtons force numbered
strong, with 156 pieces of
68,000
(Ibid)
artillery . Included in this total were nearly 16,00n
cavalry on the French side, and between 12,000
and 13,000 on that of the Allies . (Alison).
"Never was a more melancholy night passed by
soldiers, than that which followed the halt of the
two armies in their respective positions on the
evening of the 17th . The whole day had been
wet and cloudy, but towards evening the rain fell
in torrents ." (Alison) . The two armies bivouacked
in their respective positions, the space between them
in some places not exceeding 1,5 00 yards . In the
early morning the vedettes of the opposing sides
might be seen withdrawing, while the drying and
cleaning of firearms became general, and soon the
troops on each side were moved to the posts
assigned to them.

COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING OLD
COMRADES.

Mr . J . Vidal, writing from Rushmere, Leighton
Buzzard, is thanked for the appreciative terms in
which he refers to the Gazette . He says,— " I
have sent you a money order for twelve shillings,
being my subscription for two copies, for one
year . I can honestly tell you that they are
getting more interesting, the longer the time gets
since I left ."
We hope that he will continue to prosper in civil
life, and can assure him that he is frequently
missed in our undertakings in the world of sport.
Much pleasure is given by the receipt of a communication from Mr . Pat Crowley, who left us in
Lucknow, in November, 1882, on completion of
twelve years' service . He is one of the survivors
of the Kabul River disaster, and is included in
the little band of heroes mentioned for gallantry
on that occasion, in Colonel Liddell's History of
the regiment . It is recorded that :— " Private
considerabl Crowley, who had swum with his horse a
distance, and remained with it until it succumbed,
had great difficulty in reaching the shore, and on
doing so, .went to the assistance of Lieutenant The
Hon . J . P . Napier, whom he helped to rescue . "
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This officer subsequently presented Crowley
with a gold watch and chain . It was a deed which
richly deserved recognition by the Humane
Society, but, with that of many other similar brave
acts performed by men of the luckless squadron at
the time, was just considered as the inevitable act
of a Tenth Hussar, and was not brought to notice.
Mr . Crowley informs us, in his letter, that the
gifts of Lieut . (now Colonel) The Hon J . P . Napier,
were stolen from him four years ago . We express
our regret for the occurrence.
Mr . (Pat) Crowley will be remembered by his
old comrades for his skill on the banjo, without
which no regimental entertainment in his days, was
complete . He affected the 'Moore and Burgess '
style, and in his song, Did you see John Malone
with his brand new shiny hat, was unrivalled.
Throughout our old comrade ' s letter, the regimental spirit is evident . He says "I often dream
that I am still in the regiment, and pushed for
parade, especially marching order ." If our recollections are not unreliable, it was not a habit of his
to be pushed for any parade.
He wishes the regiment `good luck, and a safe
return to England . ' He also enclosed a cutting
from the Graphic of the 10th May, T879, which is
reproduced here.
For that, and his good wishes, we thank Mr.
Crowley, and shall have great pleasure in acceding
to his request for a copy of this Gazette.
A cherished possession of Mr . Crowley ' s is a leaf
extracted from the Graphic of the Toth May, 1870.
One page consists of two illustrations,

"the Disaster to the tenth Hussars",—the Messengers of Death"," and
"the Funeral of Major Battye of the Guides at
Jellalabad","
The gallant Major Battye, one of famous family
which has given so many of its sons to the Empire, as all students of our regimental history are
aware, fell while leading the Guides in a charge
against the Khugiani tribesmen, at the battle of
Fatehabad, in the Afghan War, in 1870.
The Tenth participated in the charge, which is
describde by Colonel Younghusband, in his work
on " Indian Frontier Warfare " thus,
" The Cavalry now seized its opportunity with
great promptitude . Turning on the now thorough10th ly committed foot-soldiers of the enemy, the
Hussars and Guides Cavalry, boldly charged into
the heavy masses opposed to them . The direction
of the charge of the Guides was towards the enemy ' s
centre, whilst the Tenth, wheeling outwards.
attacked those bodies of the enemy who were
pressing in and threatening the right flank of the
British line . As they started to charge, the Guides

came under a heavy fire, and their gallant Commander, Major Wigram Battye, as will as the
Ressaldar Major, and several of the men were
killed .
The action of the Cavalry was decisive,
and killing upwards of 400 of the enemy, scattered
them every direction, the pursuit being carried
on for several miles . The Guides numbered only
80 sabres, and the Tenth about the same .'
(The enemy were about 5 000 strong . Ed .)
" The decisive nature of this charge against
immensely superior numbers of unbroken and
hitherto victorious infantry, is therefore particularly
instructive ."
The " messenger of death" presented the other
illustration depicts the Kabul river and its banks
on a winter night of murky darkness, the gloom
of which is intensified by a snow-clad range of
mountains in the background of the picture . The
messengers of death are represented by troops of
riderless, terrified horses which carried brave Tenth
Hussars into the fatal ford, and have witnessed the
death struggles of their riders in the black and
icy waters . Having succeeded in returning to the
bank of the river from which they entered the ford,
their equine instincts led them to gallop madly to
the camp which they had recently left . They were
indeed death's messengers, giving the first intimation to the Squadrons left in, that some disaster
Lidel's had occurred . As we read Colonel
" Memoirs of the Tenth Royal Hussars " ,—the
camp was startled by the return of a large number of riderless horses, with wet saddles and kits,—
Many were still carrying the carbines in the
buckets, but some had been withdrawn by the
men, and were lost in the depths of the river.
The special artist of the Graphic described the
incident in the following words,
On the night of the 20th March, about midnight, the quiet camp of Jellalabad, was suddenly
broken by the distant sounds of horses galloping,
and in a few minutes, by the moon ' s dim light,
riderless steeds, to the number of twenty-five or
more could be seen rushing into the camp, bespattered with mud and foam, coming evidently
from the direction of the Cabul river . There had
been no shots heard in that direction, and we were
at a loss to guess what dire news these messengers of
death and disaster were bringing . I hastened
toward my tent for the purpose of saddling my
horse, when I met a party of the officers moving
towards the river . I followed them, and we soon
came across the fields from the direction of the
roaring torrent . They were dripping with wet.
The story of the disaster was soon told . The 10th
Hussars had tried to cross the river, missed the
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ford, and the whole squadron had been immersed.
Further on we came up with a remnant of a
troop, a few men leading empty saddles, and an
officer in charge told us the cause of the accident.
A squadron of the 10th Hussars, and one of the
11th Bengal Cavalry were mysteriously ordered,
late in the evening, to be ready to cross the river
that night . The 11th Bengal Cavalry crossed first,
10th and landed safely on the opposite shore . The
Hussars next started, and were told to keep up
with some mules in rear of the Native Cavalry.
On the officers and their men coming up to the
mules, who lad entered the river, these animals
were found to be out of their depth, and before
a backward movement could be executed, the
whole squadron of Hussars had plunged into the
rapid waters . A fearful struggle took place, many
horses kicking their riders to death, as they tried
to swim . It was a sauve qui peut, and when the
survivors found themselves ashore, thirty-eight of
their companions were missing, and one officer.
All efforts to recover the bodies were fruitless, but
next morning strong fatigue parties were told off
to the search, and some of Major Wilson's elephants
were employed in bringing in the dead and accoutrements.
All that morning and day the search was continued, but only nineteen bodies were recovered.
At half-past seven the next morning, the burial
took place in the little cemetery which has been
made, a short distance from the camp . Every one
who could leave their duties followed in the wake
of the dhoolies carrying the bodies ; and many a
heart swelled as the strains of that exquisite
march of Schaupmann's
played the poor fellows to
their last resting-place . The scene at the cemetery
was singularly imposing . "
Mt is regrettable that the artist's picture of the
horses galloping back to the camp is so worn that
reproduction of it here is impossible.
The date of the disaster was the 31st March
report.
1879, not as given in the Graphic
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him to seek a ground for his enterprises in this
country . The famous Jameson raid afforded the
first opportunity : he took part in it, and after being
sent home with other raiders, for trial, he returned
to South Africa and joined the Rhodesian Police.
In that force he found congenial work, and incidentally, some exciting duties . On the outbreak
of the War, he, like many other ex-British soldiers,
unhesitatingly threw up his service in the Police,
thereby forfeiting his rght to the pension for
which he was qualifying,--joined an Irregular
Corps, and fought throughout the campaign . He
is now a member of the new Defence Force, undergoing a course of instruction at its Headquarters,
a Bloemfontein . We have no doubt that he will be
conspicuous success in the Force, and heartily
wish him promotion to commissioned rank,
to
which he aspires, at a very early date.

Mr . Ernest E . Desborough, formerly a Corporal
in "C " Squadron, who left us in Mhow, is thanked
for his letter, written from the Fire Station East
Dulwich, and the interesting article on the nature
f the work of the Fire Brigade . He says,
" Last year, when in England, Colonel Barnes
asked if any "old Tenth' . would contribute a little
towards the X.R.H . G azette, in the way of interesting matter.
I now send an article which I hope will be found
interesting by your readers . I left the Tenth in
Mhow, and joined the London Fire Brigade on my
arrival in England, and have been present at most
of the big fires in London since then . I hope to
be able to send some details of them, including
the terrible fire at Messrs . Arding ,& Hobbs,
Clapham Junction, in which a number of lives were
lost a few years ago, and at which L assisted to
save two lives . I was severely scorched, and
suffered injuries which incapicated me for duty for
nearly a month.
Yours respectfully.
ERNEST E . DESBOROUGH.
late Corporal " C " Squadron, 10th RI . Hussars

A meeting with Mr . Percy Brooke Clements,
formerly Corporal in old "E " Troop, No . 2132,
happened at the Bloemfontein Agricultural Show,
in April . Although he left us 22 years ago, his interest in everything pertaining to the regiment is
unabated . This was shown by his recollections of
incidents which occurred in his time, and by his
enquiries respecting the present whereabouts of
his contemporaries . It will be remembered that,
after leaving the Tenth, his adventu r ous spirit led

Life in the London Fire Brigade",
It is generally conceded that the most honourable
profession, next to that of a soldier, and fighting
the enemies of one ' s country, is that of fighting
that arch-enemy of the whole world,—F ire . Most
human beings, and certainly all animals, possess
an instinctive knowledge and dread of the element
which when controlled by man is a useful servant,
but when in its fierce destructive form is a most
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formidable enemy ; whether caused by conflagrations, acids, or other heats.
No one knows, as the fire-fighter himself does,
the risks he runs, every time he dons his helmet,
and mounts his appliance, in response to the alarm
of Fire . And such is his desire to be first on the
scene, that each station makes every effort to go
on, better than another to save a second or two of
time . To such a pitch of perfection has quiet
discipline and modern science brought the Brigade,
—by means of motor fire-engines, electric bells,
automatic light at night, the substitution of slidingpoles for stairs, and other ingenious devices, all
conducive to speed,—that a motor-escape, fully
equipped and fully manned, will be en route to the
fire, within twenty seconds of receiving a call,
whether in the light of the day or darkness of
night.
The duties of the London Fireman are numerous
beyond the conception of the public they serve;
they include, besides fighting the flames, and
rescuing human lives, such tasks as explosions of
g as and chemicals, searching flooded or gas-choked
colapsed sewers for lost sewermen, searching
buildings for persons buried beneath them, att
ending to electric fusings, pumping out flooded
dwellings, and many others, all more or less
attended by grave risks.
Now a few words about the making" of a Fireman . It will be readily seen that he must possess
robust bodily health and sound constitution,
nerves of iron, the faculty of acting quickly, ability
to meet every emergency with sense and judgment.
:A good education is an important essential if the
Fireman aspires to the rank of Officer, which is
attainable by every man.
Before being admitted into the Brigade, the
candidate is submitted to an exceedingly strict
medical examination, and a short educational test.
He is required to reproduce a certificate of his
birth, and to give a detailed account of his life
since his seventeenth birthday.
He is then interviewed by the Chief Officer,
Lieut . Sladen, R .N ., who, if he approves, hands
the applicant over to the Officer in charge of the
"drill class " , for his initial three-months training . He is here taught the use of various appliances
and machines used in combating fire and smoke,
life-saving drills and aids to the rescue of victims
under all conditions with the greatest celerity
compatible with reasonable safety to rescuer and
rescued, and the thousand and one things without knowledge of which no Fireman's education
is complete.
He is not permitted to attend a real fire during
this period . At the end of the training with the
"drill class," he has to undergo another examina-

tion in the subjects he has been taught, and the
result decides whether he has benefitted by the
instruction in a manner which justifies his being
posted to one of the many stations of the Brigade,
as a knowledgeable and useful Fireman.
We will conclude that the Fireman has convinced the examiners and officers that he is
qualified ; he is then posted to a station as a Fireman, and taken on the strength of the Brigade . He
reports himself to the Officer in charge, who introduces him to his comrades in the mess where he
will live for the next year or two, or until he
decides to marry . (In this case he is given a suite
of compartments for himself and his wife).
As an unmarried man, he shares a bedroom with
one, or perhaps two, of his mess-mates, and all
live an enjoyable, happy-go-lucky, continuous life
of excitement, and devilment . And for the pure
unadulterated article commend me to a young
London Fireman in the first few years of his
service . The majority of the men are recruited
from the Navy, the Army and the Merchant
Service, and when you have a combination of the
qualities of these three, you have a temperament
which cannot be excelled to make up the perfect
Fireman . This is the class of man demanded for
fighting the flames, and a more genial, sociable
and all-round splendid set, from the Chief Officer
down to the last-joined Fireman, cannot be found;
ever ready to do anything, or go anywhere their
duties call, by day or night, in any weather . Lt
can be imagined that it requires some strength of
will to turn out of a warm bed on a cold night, to
rush through frozen streets at a mad gallop to
respond to the dread summons "Fire" ; possibly,
nay probably, the Fireman then has to remain
several hours playing tons of half-frozen water on
a fierce conflagration, half roasted by the fierce
heat on one side of the body, thoroughly saturated
by frozen spray on the other, and withal numbed
to the hone . Still, a complaint is rarely heard;
Officers and men love their work, inspired 1y the
conviction that they are members of the finest
fire-fighting force
the world ."

The comments in our last number, on the temporary absence from the regiment of Mr . Gould,
has elicited the following reply from him :—
"Sir,
Ruminating on the very flattering notice in your
last Gazette, I cannot resist doing a little literary
work on my very own . Your suggestion that Mr.
Kruger of glorious (?) memory offered me his
hospitality at Pretoria, is quite correct, but his
invitation was preserved carefully as a State secret,
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for diplomatic reasons, since the Tenth marched
into Bloemfontein on the 13th March 1900.
It is not generally known that our little trek to
'Thaba ' Nchu was thought out by the wily Boer,
solely to defeat my refusal to accede to the request
of Mr . Kruger to which reference has been made
above . 1)o not give heed to the babblings of the
penny-a-line Press .
This article is written by
One who knows","

To continue my veracious narrative,—we indulged in a pic-nicky stay in Ladybrand's vicinity
for about three weeks, then the General became
bored, and determined to return to Bloemfontein.
T his is where I came in . We chose to return by an
initial march by night, that being a form of amusement to which we were particularly addicted in
those days . It was so exhilarating ! Being "at war, '
were entreated not to light matches, and We
didn ' t ; so the Boers could not haze known that we
w ere on the move . We reached the Water
Works,—a very dry place,—and there bedded down,
luxuriating in the "open-air habit," which was
another hobby of ours at this period . The sentries
declared that All was well" with irritating
frequency ; but One who kno w s " knew better than
they . Lo and behold !, at that good and cheery
hour, 5-45 a .m . when we were blithely greeting
the rising sun, a few bits of iron were hurled at
the camp . Not, mark you, at me . I was wanted
in a sound and whole state . We acknowledged the
genial courtesy of the Boers, said "a very good
morning to you Sirs", and the Colonel decided
it would be a good thing to get a move on . Here
again was my moment . Only a few moments,
thought I, and I shall meet my old pals again.
And I was not deceived.
One soon appeared, with his waistcoat pockets
bulging out with Mauser cartridges, (not for me),
and i" his hand a strange implement fashioned out
of wood and iron, which I subsequently discovered was called "a rifle a weapon the purpose of which was the distribution of the contents
of his waistcoat pockets . Not being familiar with
military instruments at that time, I was unaware
of the uses of these things . We had a very brief
conversation, and it is still a matter of amazement
to me that we could have arranged matters of
such moment in so few words . The fact however
is satisfactorily convincing that we were sound
business men, who were not addicted to extravagance of words.
The contract entered into was, that for the transfer of my Cape cart, 2 horses, and the Commis-
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sariat articles still left in the cart, he would
guarantee me a princely sum per mensem, as the
Chef, to the Forces in Peaceful Pretoria, and a free
passage, by rail (1st Class, —I still don ' t think).
with a perspicacity born of recent association w
the Sapient Selby, and the impressions formed by
w witnessing his methods of doing a deal, (at a subtle
game called Banker, at our third Conversazione);
the contract was fixed up in record time . We did
not tarry long after that, and with the Sapient One,
"Charlie Magford", "Topper Brown," and eighteen others equally notorious for their powers of
recognising a good thing when they encountered
it, we were speedily en route for Pretoria of great
Promise . Having propitiated a Station Master on
the way to the Capital, I and a few other wily ones
appeased our hunger with his opportune aid, and
that of a boiled leg of mutton and caper sauce.
During the Meal our thoughts reverted to our
comrades who were compelled to perform the weary
journey back to Bloemfontein,
and quarter
rations . We commiserated with them,—poor chaps
On arrival at Pretoria, about 4 a .m ., we Were
met with great pomp and eclat, and were presented
with the Freedom of the City at the hands of the
Chief Burgomaster . At least, that was his intention,
but alas, there were not sufficient freedoms to go
round us all, so my suggestion that we should at
once set out for that Elysium, Watervaal, was immediately hailed with acclamations of assent ; amid
air-rending cheers we moved off, the City Band
playing that beautiful song, "Goodbye Sweetheart,
goodbye . "
About twenty minutes brought us to our destination,--Watervaal, that desirable residence standing in its own grounds, quite detached, free from
the attacks of intruders with nefarious designs
upon us and our property by reason of miles of
aesthetic barbed wire all round the demesne, baths
(h . and co), and handy to bus and rail . (Vide
Estate Agents' ad .)
Again we were greeted with enthusiasm, and a
deputation of some 3000
lusty British Warriors;
who tried to p inch all our loot.
Our experiences iii this delightful place, and the
inner history of "Why I did not accept the late
lamented Herr Kruger ' s offer," I hope Mr . Editor,
to recount at some future date,--if this contribusale tion does not have a damaging effect upon the
of the G azette .
J . GOULD,
Who might have been Kruger's Escoffier) .
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REGIMENTAL CONCERTS",

That our first concert in Potchefstroom had
created an appetite for more, was amply evidenced
by the gathering which had already occupied every
seat and space in the Church of England Soldiers '
Institute, long before the time advertised for the
opening of the entertainment, on the 14d1 May.
General O'Brien was present ; Mrs . O'Brien w as,
to the regret of all, unable to attend, owing to an
attack of influenza.
Makins The audience also included Mesdames
and Steele of the Royal Dragoons, Mrs . Crichton
and Lady Helen Mitford of "Ours " , Officers and
others from every Corps and Department in the
Cantonments, and representatives of the inhabitants
of the town of Potchefstroom.
Precisely at 9-30 p .m ., the band played the Overture, from "The Spring Maid," which was received
with evident appreciation.
Sergeant Nance was the first vocalist to appear :
he sang a song new to us, Lily, in style which
brought him great applause.
He was followed by Mrs . Ward who was given
an enthusiastic reception by the large audience on
making her appearance . Her fine voice was heard
to great advantage in the descriptive song, The
Moorish Maid, into which she succeeded in putting
just the right amount of light and shade, and
expression, necessary for the interpretation of the
romantic story of the maid, Zoraida, and the devotion and loyalty of her lover, Don Gaspar.
Thunderous applause succeeded her withdrawal
from the stage, and to the delight of all, she made

a second appearance, this time singing, with equal
effect, If I built a world for you.
The next number was the occasion of the debut
iof
n Mr . Drake . His rendering of I want to be
Dixie w as excellent, and convincing that he will
not be omitted from our concerts in future.
Then Sergeant Callaghan gave us his Bassoon
Solo, of which we never tire, Lucy Long . W hen
we say that he never played it better than he did
that night, our readers w ill realise that it was played
perfectly.
Miss Le Warne, whose singing was such a signal
success at our first concert here, had again very
kindly consented to assist, and now came on and
sang, with sweet effect, Because . The appreciation
of her performance was evident by the audience 's
manifestations of approval.
The final number in the first half of the programme fell to Private " Tim " Haley", His selection was Monty from Monte Carlo . Is it necessary
to say that he excelled even himself ? He extracted
every bit of value to be got out of this song, and
his audience fairly rocked with laughter at his droll
expressions, his inimitable acting, his indescribable ejaculations, and his tricky perambulations.
Is it necessary either, to record the overwhelming
salvos of demands for an encore, which marked the
conclusion of his song ? But the Stage Manager was
adamant, and the band at his signal, commenced
the selection from Lohengrin, thus signifying that
the rule as to second appearances would be enforced",
The first feature of the second half was entrusted to Sergeant O'Connell, assisted by Sergeants
Nance and Bell, and Boy Errett", The song was
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one made popular by Vesta Tilly, Jolly good luck
to the girl who loves a soldier . Sergeant O ' Connell
in Sapper uniform very ably sung the first verse
and chorus, with appropriate swagger and action,
when, rather to the surprise of those in front,
Sergt", Bell appeared from the wings, dressed in
Tenth Hussar undress kit, and marched jauntily
round the stage singing the chorus of the song.
At the end of the second verse and chorus, the
diminutive Boy Errett, dressed in full walking out
dress, repeated the business of the interlude with
admirable self-possession, and a creditable power of
mimicry.
At the end of the third chorus it was again repeated 1)y Sergeant Nance, garbed as a Royal
Dragoon, and the number was terminated by the
concerted efforts of the quartet . It was a decidedly
successful performance in which credit was earned
by each participant.
Misses Ram and Wilson . Nursing Sisters, have
placed us under obligation by coming forward and
taking part in our entertainments . Lt was now their
tin n, and they gave a charming rendering of
Maying, which met with every sign of approval.
Then Corporal Swadling had his opportunity of
confirming our high opinion of his histrionic
powers in the little sketch, The :Manager of the
He did confirm it, beyond doubt,
Splitz
Hotel .
and we were again sorry that encores were tabooed.
Private Kelly sang The Sound of the Drum with
effect, and the success which is inevitable in his
case",
Private Fountain did well with N ora Malone, a
song which did not appear to suit him as well as
others we have heard him sing.
The final appearance was a second one of Mr.
Drake who revealed versatile powers by whistling
Hitchy Koo . He was accorded tremendous applause, his performance being obviously most
popular : the soldiers in the rear of the house were
enthusiastic in their signs of delight.
The Rand closed the concert by playing a ragtime, That Mysterious Rag.
So ended our second concert in South Africa,
one upon the success of which Captain Peto and
his co-adjutors are heartily congratulated.
The note on that programme that "Owing to the
length of the programme there will be no encores, "
was rigidly observed, in some instances to the disappointment of the audience . Mrs . Ward, whose
appearance on our regimental stage are far to infrequent, was rightly listed to sing a second song.
Corporal Joel officiated with his customary
ability, as the Accompanist, and the Band ' s contributions helped to make up a programme in which
there was nothing omitted that could be desired.

Duly,

1913 On May 28th we were made to realise, with
feelings of deepest regret, the nearness of the
approach of our Pilse's " departure, by an event
y w Inch, according to the good custom in the
army, we endeavour to allay the pangs of parting
by a demonstration of our hearty goodwill and
good fellowship.
Under the excellent and energetic auspices of
Sergt . Nance and Corpl . Swadling a most enjoyable open-air concert w as held in the space
between the Officers ' and Sergeants ' Messess, round
a bonfire erected by Sergt . O ' Connell . The unfortunate absence of the regimental band was ably
balanced by an impromptu one, to whom we are
all indebted for their excellent playing . No doubt
Mr . Atherley, had he been present, mid Lave taken
hints from the great expression they put into their
renderings . We heartily congratulate them and the
regiment on the resource shown in producing
such a good band at a moments notice.
Opening with The Waveny " march, it followed
w ith several excellent selections, one of which was
volunter amusingly conducted by an impromptu
conductor in the person of M r . Haley . The
portion of the programme was led off by Serge
O ' Connell with Joshua, which was rightly popular.
M r . Haley ' s Quartette followed with Cock Robin
which was uproariously applauded and compelled
them to give .'Spargoni, The Toreador, as an encore.
Later on in the programme .Mr . Haley again delighted the us all with Leicester Square and a
special version of his Own S w eet Home . Not satisfied with this, the audience again got him on to
the boards (a buck waggon), from which perch
Corp] . Joel accompanied the singers throughout,
with his usual skill . This time we had Coronation
Day .
We need hardly say how much all appreciated .Mr . Haley and his by-play all through,
which kept the whole audience in roars of laughter
and contributed enormously to the success of the
entertainment.
Perhaps the song of the evening was that sung
by Corpl . Swadling to the tune of 'Yip-I-Addy . It
was specially written for the occasion with a most
suitable subject as appears from the chorus which
we give,
Fourteen pence is my daily pay,
Fourteen pence is my pay,
I don ' t care if I 'm dressed in blue",
Pilse will see that I get it bran new;
Fourteen pence is my daily pay,
My heart wants to shout out hurray,
Give me white, give me blue,
Compensation in lieu,
Yip-I-Addy.
It was as deservedly popular as Corpl . Swadling's
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performances always are . We would like to congratulate the author on the cleverness of the words.
Sergt . Nance gave us D ont Forget The Chorus
and we, on our part dont forget to acknowledge
here our appreciation of his labours in getting up
the concert and for the part he took on the stage.

d Pte . Kelly gave us that popular favourite The Ol
Veteran followed by The Raft as an encore.
Owing to lack of space, we cannot discourse at
length on the merits of all the other performers,
but wish to express our gratitude for their songs
to Sergt . Keats, Pte . Fountain", S .Q .M .S . Mason
and Mr . Drake . The latter again delighted US with
his singing and whistling of that still popular
Rag-Time' song Dixie
.
In the course of the evening Pte Cooper, the
oldest private soldier in the regiment, called upon
he audience in a brief speech, to drink to the good
health and good luck of Major Pillinger . When
his had been enthusiastically responded to, cheer
upon cheer for our departing Quarter-Master, who
so deeply holds the effections of all ranks, filled
We air, followed by repeated singing of For he's
a Jolly Good Fellow.
Major Pillinger then got up and after opening
his speech by addressing 'Colonel Barnes, Pte.
Cooper and Comrades All , referred to the occasion
of the bonfire concert as one of infinitive sadness
to him, bringing as it did to his mind that this,
the 28th
May, was his last day of service as an
active 10th Hussar . He expressed his thanks for
this opportunity given to him of sayinggoodbye,
which was no small Matter, to the regiment Which
had been dear to him for more than two-thirds of
his
whole life . He had served and lived in the
10th
Hussars for 34 years, and it had always been a very
happy service . It was a longer one than that of
(he oldest 10th Hussar there present, and it began
before many of them were even born . He wished
that his sensations and thoughts could be revealed,
could for they are far better than any words of his
express . His greatest wish was to endeavour to
thank for all the kindness extended to him both
now and in the past . Many had been closely
associated with him, in daily contact, and had been
a great help to him in his duties . He wished
especially and warmly to thank them for having
made those duties a real pleasure, and for their
constant good feeling towards him . Sometimes he
had had occasion to say something unpleasant but
he trusted that they had found his words justified,
and not prompted by any other motive than that it
was his duy . He referred to the subject of saluting
and repeated the anecdote recorded of General
Brabazon in a recent Gazette, "We meet in the
morning . You salute me, which means, 'Goodmorning \Major, I hope you are well .' I return the
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salute, meaning, 'Very well, thank you, I hope
you ale the same' ." He thanked them for their
demeanour to him at all times and assured them that
through life his recollections
of
the regiment
would be most happy ones . He sadly wished them
good-byc ; and his sincerest hope was that they
would all spend as many years as 10th
Hussars
as he had.
At the end of the programme Major Pillinger
stood up on the wagon, while everyone again sang

For he ' s a Jolly Good Fellow and Old Soldiers
Never Die . After this the was "hoisted" and carried
back to the Officers' Mess, and from the steps of
god-wil the Verandah he thanked them all for the
shown to him that night, and expressed a hope that
he would be able always to do a good service to a
10th Hussar.

Another concert w as held on June 19th in the
Church of England Institute, in connection with
the festivities given by the Royals,
who spend
this week in celebrating the Battle of Waterloo.
The Band opened the Programme with a Selection, Oh, Oh, Delphine . Suffice it to say, this .vas
as much appreciated as all their renderings always

Night are . Corpl . Swadling succeeded with The
Watchman, and, as usual, his pattering was al .
that could be desired, his repartees
to Sergt . Nance
and Mrs . Stevens being particularly bright, 4
"aged" boys of the regiment tramped on for the
chorus in a real 'old fossil ' style, and added greatly to the staging of the song . Mu the second half
he gave us another turn which was as much
appreciated as the first . The Band then gave us
Oh You Beautiful Doll, which was at once followed
by What a Grand Place London Town would be,
from Pte . Fountain, an excellent song, which
made us long to be back at home even if Margate
was not down in Regent Street .
We were then
treated to a Xylophone Solo . Beppo,
by Corpl.
Pollock, the best way to convey our appreciation
of his playing is to mention the burst of applause
that invariably greets his arr ival on the stage,
and regret that the order 'No Encores ' did not
allow him to answer the call for more . Pte Kelly
then sang Take me back to the Garden of Love, he
was in excellent voice and delighted everyone.
The first half of the programme was brought to
a close by Pte . Haley's Dun der-Headed Squad . In this
he excelled even himself and we were always sorry
when his turn is finished, but later in the evening
he gave us an Irish song, The Navvy's Motor Ride,
but before going on we must make more mention
of the subject of our Concert Heading, every item
from the beginning to the end of this little sketch
was without reproach . Starting w ith an excellent
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lesson on the parts of the rifle, he went on with
a little fire control and we are glad to note that
he is as much to the front in a case of danger
he is before the footlights . We wonder that his
ready- way of setting a map has not been discovered
by the Authors of the ` Manual of Military Topography' long ago, but feel certain that our scouts
will find it useful on some of their right treks ! We
congratulate him on his tactics in bringing his
Squadron up into the Firing Fine and also for his
preci s e and clear 'fire orders' but do not dare to
express an opinion as to whether it was his or his
Squad's Dunderheadedness, that were the cause of
any misfortune happening to his army !
TheBauty In the second half Sergt . Nance with
Tales of the Guards, followed the Band ' s selection
of Hoffman . The song suited him well and a very
smart turnout by six of our band boys increased the
evident and no programme i s complete without
The popularity of band solos is rapidly becoming
evident and no programme is complete without
them, so in this half of the programme we were
able to listen to a Euphonium Solo, La Sonambula,
given by Corp] . Southard, he richly meritted all
the applause which he got, and we look forward
to hearing him again at a future date.
Sergt . O ' Connell then sang Saturday Night to
Monday Morning, a song with a rattling good chorus which 'caught on ' well and was as big a 'hit'
as all his songs are . After this Mr . Drake whistled
ccompanied by the
to us The Wedding Glide a
Band, sending his wonderful notes right through
the roof . His talent is a great 'plum ' to our Regimental Concerts.
The finale was perhaps one of the best items,
it as called Lauder out Laundered, and had so
much swing about it that everyone regretted its
finish, the artistes were Nance, O ' Connell, Bell,
Swadling, Haley, Fountain and (Mrs .) Kelly, the
bard again accompanying . They sang some of
Harry Lauder's best songs, attired in faultless
Scotch dress, adapting their movements according
to the boisterous or drowsy meaning of the words.
The whole concert went with a swing throughout,
and our thanks are greatly due to the untiring
efforts of thoese who superintended the rehearsals
and produced such excellent staging effects for the
differ ent choruses, and lastly but not least to our
most capable accompanist Corpl . Joel.

CARTOON No", 10",—"SHAVER"",

Major Eustace Robert Ambrose Shearman was
liberally
endowed with names by his god-parents,
Thoba

[July,

but they were not deemed sufficent to distinguish
him as a Tenth Hussar, and a regimental one was
assigned to him as soon as he joined, which he did,
at Newbridge, in the County of Kildare, in October
1895.
At his military baptism he was first named
"SPEARMAN " . Reasons however, were discovered which resulted in the bestowal upon loin, of
the sobriquet which stands at the head of this
article . As SHAVER his brother officers now admire him, and those who have served with him.
hold him in affectionate remembrance.
One of the earliest impressions of him as a Tenth
Hussar, is when, as a very, very young soldier, the
overweening modesty which has been ll is chief
characteristics through life, was overcome, and he
was induced to ;make his appearance in the fierce
regimental light . Then, with face blacked and bewigged in orthodox manner, he took a prominent
place as a member of the regimental Minstrel
Troupe . If memory serves rightly he warbled a
song popular at the time, concerning the attributes and capacities of a "rainbow ." Memory can be
relied upon to warrant a declaration that the song
was an enormous success.
In the term which intervened until the outbreak
of the South African War, he served in "A „
Squadron, participating actively and keenly in all
its doings.
With his squadron he embarked for the War on
the
" Ismore'' . which was wrecked on the
Colombine Reefs, 90 miles north of Capetown, at
about 1-45
a .m . on the 3rd December 1900.
"Shaver " was the Orderly Officer of the day, and,
as may be imagined, was a very busy Orderly
Officer indeed . It has been recounted in an earlier
Gazette, how the troops were saved, but not how
"Shaver" with a few men, returned to the vessel
which was rapidly breaking up and sinking ; and
fed and let loose our ill-fated horses, which were
tied up in the stalls between decks . He did not
quit until peremptorily ordered to do so, by signal,
by the Officer Commanding the troops, who feared
for the safety of the party, as the sea was momentarily becoming tempetuous, Their withdrawal was
made none to soon . for the brief South African
twilight was rapidly deepening, and at daybreak
the next morning the "Ismore " had b r oken up,
and was ''no-more .''
He served in the war with distinction, taking
part in the "Relief of Kimberley", operations in
the Orange Free State, Feb . to May 1000, including the affair at Paardeburg ; here he was with his
Squadron, which, defeating the Boers in a race for
a commanding kopje, proved a decisive factor in
holding up Commandant Cronje : actions at
Poplar
Grove, Driefontein, Houtnek, (

SHAVER,
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Mountain), Vet River and Zand River . Operations
in the Transvaal in May and June 1900 including
actions near Johannesburg . Operations in Cape
Colony south of Orange River.
He was twice mentioned in despatches . His most
notable achievement was the capture of commandant Scheepers, for which lie was congratulated and
thanked by General French . and the Governor of
the Cape Colony.
After the war he accompanied the regiment to
India, and contributed largely to the sports and
amusements until he left to join the Staff College,
Quetta, as a student, in 1907 . Here he proved as
successful as in his other undertakings, and in due
course he passed out, with the magic " p .s .c . "
tacked on to his name.
He then received the appointment of Brigade
Major to the Cavalry Brigade at Colchester : whilst
holding it, he was the only one of a large force
under Brig .-General de Lisle who succeeded in
swimming across the Thames in flood, during
cavalry manoeuvres . Before his term of office had
expired he experienced "the call of the Regiment " ,
and to our great pleasure and profit, induced the
Army Council to sanction his return to us.
He has gained fame as a playwrite, in which
role he spares not time nor trouble to amuse' us.
His musical plays, Admiral Peters, French Leave,
and .1 Dutch Lottery, will never be forgotten by
those who witnessed them . Hopeful expectancy
has been awakened by rumours that soon, very
soon, we shall enjoy another original from his
fertile pen . He is his own Stage Manager, designer
of costumes, suggester of "business " , and General
Director, which makes for the perfect interpretation of his plots and situations.
In sports he is of great value, at the present
time being a devotee of the Rugger game . This
form of sport is not, as a rule, a popular pastime
of officers of field rank : the fact that " Shaver "
plays for the regimental team indicates that he is
no dilletante at the game . During play, we fear
that at times, he forgets his "s .c" training, and
kicks in a manner which the Army Council would
not approve", nor would be justified by those
regulations for which s .c . men have such veneration.
Even his kit is a reproach to his colleagues and
we wonder that he has not ensured that his side
obverve uniformity of dress by wearing regulation
knee-caps.
His lovable qualities induce the wish of all Tenth
Hussars that "long may he flourish, and retain
the irrepressible vigour which now distinguishes
him
SCOUT .

SANNA'S POST",

A few days after the surrender of Bloemfontein,
there w as great excitement in the camp of the 2nd
Cavalry Brigade . The cause of all this was, that
the Brigade or rather those regiments, who had
their horses in good condition, were to be chosen
to proceed to Ladybrand, a small town about 4)l
miles Vast of Bloemfontein ; there to commandeer
all the supply of flour, which was there stored in
the mills.
The selection of horses was made, amongst those
chosen were the Tenth Hussars . A start was made
the next day, the Regiment being the Advance
Guard as far as a small town called Tha-ban-'chu,
about so miles Fast of Bloemfontein . Here the
Brigade halted for the night, and proceeded on
its way the next morning, with the exception of
'C ' Squadron and about 20 sick horses . `C'
Squadron was left to take up a position on the high
ground East of Tha-ba-'nchu, to protect the road,
along which the convoy of flour from Ladybrand
would pass, on its way back to Bloemfontein.
The Brigade reached its destination without any
fighting, the mills were unoccupied, so the flour
etc ., was loaded and sent on its way back.
'A ' Squadron, or at part of it, was detailed to
proceed to the office of the Landdrost, to seize any
papers of importance that they found there and if
possible that Gentleman himself . On arrival there,
the Squadron Officer went up to the Landdrost,
w hen almost immediately the Outpost, which were
stationed a few yards down the road, were fired
upon by the enemy .
Some sharp fighting took
place, three men being wounded . During this
fighting Mr . Landdrost tried to make an escape,
However he was captured and hurried into his
Cape-cart, along with all papers of importance
that could be found in his office, and escorted back
to the Brigadier.
Fighting had now increased in the street, the
enemy took advantage of their houses by firing
through the windows and from the tops of the
roofs . Firing could also be heard close to the
Flour Mills . When 'A' Squadron reached the
brigade with their prisoners, they heard that about
of the enemy, with 2S guns, were then only
about ; miles distant . Our strength was something
like Soo and (I think) 12 guns, including those
left behind at Tha-ba-'nchu.
Having obtained what they were sent for,
namely the supplies, reinforcements were sent for,
and the Brigade commenced to retire fighting a
rear-guard action.
By this time information of the enemy had
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reached 'C ' Squadron : so the sick horses, which
numbered about 20, were sent back with five men
to look after them, and the remainder of the
Squadron joined the Brigade . I, myself, was one
of the five, sent back under the orders of Pte.
Rawson (now Squadron-Sergeant-Major) . The last
wagon, which accompanied these horses, had just
crossed the drift with these five weary soldiers
following in its rear, at a place known as the
Water-works at S p .m . these water-works being
held by about 200 Infantry . We now heard that
the Brigade was likely to bivouac here, so a halt
was ordered ; we off-saddled and made preparations
for the night, meaning to get as much sleep as
possible, for We had still 20 miles to go . We felt

pretty safe as we were between two streams, one
on the East and one on the West, with a good mile
and half between.
However sleep was not for us that night, or
rather not for long, for we were awakened by the
arrival of the Brigade about 11 p .m . It was just
breaking day when I woke again at about 3 a .m.
I got up and fed my horses, and then thought L
next would have a look and see who was sleeping
to me, I therefore removed the blankets from off
his head, and behold it was Colonel Fisher . He
woke up and wished me Good-morning . I was
about to make some excuse for disturbing him,
when his attention was drawn away from me to
something in the direction of Ladybrand . There
was something out there in those cold looking hills
which he alone was able to see : without turning
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to me he said "Get saddled up, my lad . " He then
went away to find the other officers who had been
sleeping with their troops.
About 20 minutes after this, someone was heard
to shout 'Letters, this was the general call whenever the Mail arrived, so almost every man was
looking about for his letters, which had been
brought out from Bloemfontein by one of our men
in a cape-cart . Hardly had they been distributed
than a report from a gun was heard . The first
shell had arrived and smashed up the waggon . L
heard the Colonel remark, ' Just what I expected ' ,
and turning round, he gave the order to saddle
up, .
This w as done between the intervals of
bursting shells, which happily did
very
little

. I then received orders from Pte
damage
Raw-son to get mounted and follow him, as he was
going to try and find a way over the drift, between some guns which had been ordered over the
drift to take up a position on the high ground on
retun the other side, as our guns were unable to
the enemy ' s fire from their present position.
Now to return to the Boer side of the question.
General De Wet , who had ben operating in the
vicinity of (den, a small village North of
Bloemfontein and about 20
miles North-West of
the Water-works, had made arrangements with
General Cronje to co-operate with him in a scheme
to attack these Water-works, which, it Must be
remembered, were held by about 200 I nfantry . The
attack was to be at day-break on the morning that
we
bivouacked there . For this purpose Dc Wet,
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who had 300 men with him, took up a position by
Doorn Spruit, one of the two streams which had
the Water-works between them . This was on our
East flank, Cronje was lining the banks of the
stream to our West.
De Wet knew nothing about this (2nd) Cavalry
Brigade being bivouacked between him and Cronje .

hour after the above mentioned cape-cart came
through, when carrying the Mails . Whether it
was a part of De Wet's scheme to let this patrol
know pass, also the cart, without being seen, is not
but I should think it was.
When De Wet saw Cronje shelling us and the
troops, guns, waggons, etc ., making for the drift,

He only expected to find the Water-works held by
the Infantry, whom he meant to capture and then
cut off the water supply from Bloemfontein.
Imagine his surprise at daybreak that morning,
when he saw such a large column bivouacked there.
He knew Bushmans Kop was held by a strong
force of M.I . and that a troop were in the vicinity
of Glen . De Wet, on seeing so many troops near

he gave out to his men to line the bank of the
stream, and that no one was to fire a shot until they
heard one fired by himself, this being the signal
for everyone to open fire.
On the first wagon coming down the slope into
the drift it was promptly halted, the driver, who
in most cases was a soldier, was dismounted from
his seat, which was at once taken by a dutchman,

the Water-works, thought that his scheme had
failed and that he would be taken prisoner, but
when the shelling started from General Cronje ' s
side, he decided to await developements.
At a .m . that morning, a patrol was sent to
Bushmans Kop from the 2nd Brigade, this patrol
was not heard of for some days, and must have
gone through the drift, that De Wet held, hall an

and the waggon drove on up the other side just as
if nothing had occurred ; while those behind were
unable to see what was going on in the drift . This
state of affairs continued until about the eigth
waggon arrived, this one had a Tenth Hussar
riding beside it, when it arrived at the drift the
man was claimed by two Boers, and in Dutch told
to dismount . The poor fellow not knowing a word
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of the language, thought he was being told to
give up his sword, for which purpose he turned to
draw it out of the frog, but the Boer thinking
he meant to use it, promptly shot him . This was
the signal for commencing fire, which every Boer
at once did . They had nothing to trouble about as
we were unable to reply ' except with our Artillery,
who were still trying to cross this drift . They
fired two rounds of case-shot before being nearly
all killed or wounded . All this happened within
500 yards of the drift.
Just before the first burst of fire I was about
200
yards from the drift and can distinctly remember seeing the drift full of Boers, I was about to
shout to an officer of the M .I ., who were on my
left, and inform him of what I saw as I clout
think he could see from his position on our side
of the drift, although as they were the advance
guard and should have been over Before we reached
it . I then wheeled my four horses about and made
for some tin huts, which were the only cover
obtainable, about Soo yards from the drift . While
on my way to this cover, I saw one gun got out
of danger by one single driver, every horse of the
team having been hit somewhere . L also saw two
of our officers using their revolvers pretty freely,
and one of our S .S .Ms . with the help of a man
was having a hard struggle to get the ammunition
waggon out, in this they succeeded after losing
their horses . For this the man was awarded the
Distinguished Service Medal",
The reason why there was none to reply to the
enemy's fire, w as that none had the least idea that
the drift could be held by the enemy . Our cavalry
and artillery were fully engaged with Cronje on
the West side of the Water-works and thought that
the waggons and sick horses etc . had only to cross
the drift and march a few miles to Bushmans Kop,
where they would be safe . When they did realise
what had occured, it was too late as the Boers
had taken possession of everything of any value.
When the cavalry came up, De Wet extended
his flank further along the stream, so pushing
our cavalry further away from the drift . Our guns
were recaptured two days afterwards.
These two photographs, taken by one whom was
made a prisoner at this spot, are of the drift were
de Wet seized the waggons .
EYE WI'T'NESS .
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INDEPENDENT ORDER OF RECHABITES",
SALFORD UNITY FRIENDLY SOCIETY",
1835",)

(Established

The Regimental Branch of the above order, instituted in September 1012, and named after the
secretary of the Indian District, Charles Lye, is
still going strong . The total membership now is
;o . This is one of the wealthiest of Sick Benefit
Societies, and all those who have not yet joined an
approved society are invited to join . Subscriptions are scaled to meet all pockets", Under the
able management of the commiteee a friendly
social was arranged with the I .O.G . of the 1st
Royal Dragoons on the 24th April and a very
enjoyable evening was spent . On 20th May a return social was arranged by them, when 25 of our
members accepted the invitation.
All those wishing to keep on the tack are invited to join this Temperance Society . All particulars can be had from the Secretary, J . W.
Simpkin, Lce .Cpl ., 'A' Squadron, or from the
Assistant Secretary, S . Robinson, Lce.Cpl ., ' B '
Squadron.
Meetings every Friday in the R . .\ .T .A . at 8 p .m.

A SIMPLE METHOD OF FINDING THE TRUE
NORTH OR SETTING A MAP",

To use the Table of Sun's true Bearings and Sun
Dial :
To set a map :
To find the true bearing of a distant object : or,
To find the error of a compass.
For Example :
At 9 a .m . on July 15th according to the table,
the sun bears 40 degrees.
L se some straight edge to get the sun ' s shadow
(the side of a Field Message envelope as it has a
right angle to keep it upright) and allow the shadow
to fall along the bearing 40 degrees towards the
centre, and the Sun Dial (or protractor) is set with
its side North and South True.
Note :
1. The time must be known accurately.
2. The sun's bearing does not alter the same
amount every hour of the day.
This table can be used only in the neighbourhood of Potchefstroom.
Latitude . 20 degrees, 42 ' S.
Longtitude, 27 degrees, 4'2' E.
4 . Bearings for intermediate days can be calculated with sufficient accuracy for ordinary use .
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5. It is advisable not to use it near noon, as the
bearing is altering quickly.
To use the Table and Dial to find the time :
Required a fairly accurate map.
First set the map carefully ; then set the sun dial
or protractor North and South True, on the map :--(or else by compass, but remember the compass is not always to be relied on in this country) :

When the bearing of the sun shown IA- the
shadow on the dial, corresponds with an hour entry
on the Table, that hour is the time required.
Note :
Unless very accurately manipulated, the time is
liable to be rather approximate.
The accompanying diagrams are intended to be
carried in the Field Service Message Book.

The following letter to the Editor, is assignee
a position in the Band Notes, for reasons which will
be obvious.
Its insertion must not be accepted as an indication that we see eve to eye with our correspondent, or that we are in entire accordance with his
views . Perhaps other admirers of our incomparable Band would like to criticise the measures
suggested by "Dixie"?

It has occurred to me that an incalculable amount
of damage may eventually result from the continuous transport of the costly instruments of the
Band to and from Johannesburg . Would it not
he a desirable and economic provision to store
them in the Golden City ?
Any ancient trombone, bass drum, bassoon,
circular bass, or other picturesque implement of
for (I beg pardon)—music, could be made to
serve for use in these Cantonments . Greatly as
the " boys at home, Potchefstr-home"- admire and
appreciate Wagner, Tannhauser, Callaghanauser,
Tchaiwowski, Atherlowski, Forrestinski, etc ., they
are prepared to sacrifice themselves on the altar of
regimental advantage, and to listen leniently to
any old rag-time, for which, I am credibly informed,—by an expert, a flute and a triangle
suffice",

Potchefstroom, 22--12.
To the Editor, X .R .H . Gazette,
Sir,
10th

1 ;5

As one who is keenly interested in the
Hussars in general, and in its Band in particular,
I proffer no apology in asking you to publish this
letter in your valuable and erudite journal .
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I throw out the suggestion for the consideration
it deserves
from the deep-thinking members of the
regiment .
I am, Sir,

the following evening

Yours etc .,
."

As our notes were not publsihed in the last
number, I will not have to record our doings
since we left India.
NOW that we have finally settled down after our
adventurous journey from the sunny east, L find
L have time to enlighten readers as to the doings
of the musical attaches of the regiment . (Eds . Note.
We are glad to hear they are musical, and it must
be our fault that we don't appreciate the harmony
that never ceases to blow in through our office
-window . Also we think there may be some query
as to whether they are attached to the regiment
or Jo'burg .)
On board that heavy laden (what about the Band
boxes) and much talked of transport 'Northbrooke ' ,
with the help of poop deck juveniles we discoursed
sweet music twice daily which helped to pass Many
a tiresome hour away.
After that memorable voyage including the performance of crossing the line, myself being one of
those unfortunate individuals who were forced to
have a shave and a bath by the order of Father
at last reached Tempe, the station we
Neptun
e, we
had 'heard so much of.
by

On arrival there we were met at the siding
the band of the Carbineers, w ho played the regiment to their barracks, and supplied us with a
splendid breakfast, after partaking of such heavy
articles of food (which we
had totally forgotten the
taste of for three weeks) we were led by the band
of the Duke of Cornwall's Light Infantry to that
most delightful spot 'Winter Valley'.
Whilst encamped there we had many anxious
moments viz . : sand storms, showers and music
chases . Overheard after a severe gust of wind,
Main Guard Sentry, "I say sergeant there ' s some
music blown behind Tempe farm ." Sergeant,
"Oh, its only the M erry W idow it doesn't matter,
she ' s played out ."
After our six weeks sojourn under canvas we
proceeded with 'C ' Squadron (as smuggled goods)
to Potchefstroom, being partly ()n our way to
Jo'burg to fulfil an engagement . We were met at

Potchefstroom by the band of the 15th Hussars,
who played us to their Iines with the strains of the
march
Old Comrades, which was very appropriate.
On the evening of the same day we Were entertained at a smoking concert by the band of the 15th,
-which we acknowledged with a farewell concert
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. I must say they were two
pleasant evenings thoroughly enjoyed . This farewell concert reminded one of a similar coincidence,
the Tenth being the last to entertain them on
leaving Ireland and from Shorncliffe for India, so
this last meeting was the third and I must say
merriest as they were leaving for the Old Country.
AS there are no hill stations out here to adver tise
the musical talent of the band, we must look afield
and see where we may give pleasure to the music
lovers of this country, but I am afraid they want
to hear music played for next door to nothing, or
to the similar price paid in India, where it used
to fluctuate in shares around the old proverbial
Chip.
We have had one engagement viz :—ten days at
Jo'burg at Christmas and New Year, we must have
made an impression not only on the musical side,
but the dress, white clothing being worn for three
days at the race meeting, which was quoted in
the papers as being the striking feature of the
meeting.
I must say Jo'burg is a splendid place for a
holiday, it puts one ' s mind back to the bustle and
tear of London, being full of amusements,
theatres, Zoos, parks and splendid means of travelling, also the opportunity to enlighten one to the
working of the Gold Mines situated there and
extending to a radius of twenty-six miles.
I must tell you about Roodepoort where we were
engaged to play at the sports held there on 1st
March, not only the band was there but four competitors R .S .M . King, S .S .M . Brewster, and Sergeants Ball and Keeley . Their display made one
feel proud of the regiment, Mr . King being spoken
of wherever one went around the grounds, there
is no doubt that they are a credit to the regiment
and deserve their credit not only for the talent
shown, but for the sporting way in which they
entered, all expenses being borne personally.
Our performances since arrival in Potchefstroom
have mainly been at Johannesburg, with the exception of the piano band which is composed of
four men and a N .C .O . These have done well at
such 'dorps' as Klerksdorp, Krugersdorp and Wolmaransstad, this latter place engaged a small military band, and from what L have heard from the
N .C .O . in charge they must have had a most enjoyable time.
The most notable engagement given at Jo ' burg
was the Wagnerian Recital, no doubt readers of
the Gazette, in Africa, have read the comments in
the papers . Here is an extract from the Jo'burg
'Star' .-"The band was splendid, and Mr . Atherley and
his colleagues made a name for themselves, both
as musicians and artists . To exploit Wagner at
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all via the military band presupposes the presence
of first rate craftsmanship, and the Tenth Hussars proved conclusively that there is nothing in
the least incongruous iii these transcriptions . In the
" Huldigungs " march there was some little roughness at the start cold tips and colder mouthpieces
probably accounted for this but the balance was
fine and director and directed aimed at a common
ideal of reticent power.
In the " Ride of the Valkyries" they played admirably, with fine impulse and with nearly perfect
observation of nuance, but it was in the " Meister-

singer " overture—the majestic inspiration that
subsumes every know a attribute of composition—
that they excelled, playing with wonderful breath
and yet with a nice differentiation.
Our frequent visits to Jo ' burg have been a source
of comments, viz .—Squadron Officer, "Where's
the trumpeter, this morning?" S.S.M, '' Jo ' burg,
Sir . " S .O ., Who the h . . . wants to learn the trumpet calls there, I think w e ought to send old Ginger to sing them 'Where are we now' ".
What did the Transport Sergeant say ?
' Gelieve de Hek te Sluiten . '

WEDDING OF CORPL", BEAR AND MISS KING",

At the Wedding Breakfast the Bridal Cake was
cut by Mrs . Bear with CorpL Bear's sword, and
everybody enjoyed the cake and other light refreshments . Then a very pleasant hour and a half was
spent in dancing before the bridal pair were driven
to their new home by Corpl . Coombes.

On the 22nd May, CorpL Bear was married to
Miss King at the Garrison Church . Nearly all the
Corporals, many of the Sergeants and Men, and
some of the Officers were present . After the
hapy ceremony on coming out of the Church, the
couple crossed under an arch, formed of crossed
swords, and drove to die Church of England Institute with Sergt . Keats on the box, CorpL Loder
having tied a pair of old boots on to the back
of the carriage as a token of good-luck . In the
Institute a reception was held, where every-body
was able to view the presents, among the very
nice and useful ones were noted :—a marble clock
and two bronze statuettes of horses from his troop,
" A " 4, a case of cutlery from the Corporals of the
Regiment, a case of fish knives and forks, from the
Sergeants of " A" Squadron, and including one
from Major and Lady Helen Mitford, and others
too numerous to mention .

SERGEANTS MESS NOTES",

A Team compared of the following member 0f
the Sergeants Mess :
R .S .M . I . J . King.
S .S .M . H . Fewster.
Sergt . W . Ball.
Sergt . A . Keeley.
travelled to Roodepoort, which place I may mention is practically a suburb of Johannesburg, there
to take their chance in the Mounted Events which
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were open to all Mounted Corps, Regular and
irregular.
I am proud to say that they easily carried off the
Section pegging, carrying four pegs in the 1st
run, and three pegs and a lift in the next . (Prize
four Cups .)
R .S .M . King won the Skill-at-Arms w hich event
required some tackling.
The competitors had to jump over two jumps
and shoot with a revolver at two targets, return
revolver to holster, wheel about draw his sword
and gallop down the track, impale a dummy which
had a target on it marked 4 . 3 . 2 . I . leave his sword
in the dummy, gallop on, pick up a lance from
the ground, wheel round and run at two rings and
a peg . Time 45 seconds.
As none of the team had practised this before
it is to be regarded as a very fine win, from the

crowd of Competitors w ho formed up, and had the
advantage of experience.
5 . S . \M . Fewster took fourth place in the Individual Tent-pegging for which he received a nice
dressing case . (42 formed up).
R .S .M . King took 3rd prize Bare Back Race.
(Cigarette Stand).
The team then travelled to Lichtenburg
where
they put up a startling record.
Out of the Individual Events open to Mounted
Corps, R .S .M . King took four fists and one 2nd
viz . :
V .C . Race . 1st . Silver Entree Dish.
Bending Race . 1st . Silver Mug and Pipe.
Tilting the Rings . 1st . Flask.
Rings and Peg . 2nd . Tray.
Individual Tent-pegging . Silver Egg Stand.
S .S .M . Fewster took 1st Prize . Rings and Peg.
Pair Silver Serviette Rings",
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Sgt . Ball took 3rd Prize Individual Tent-pegging.
Ink-stand.
Sgt . Ball took 2nd Prize V .C . Race . Cigarette
Case.
Sgt . Keeley took 2nd Prize Bending Race.
The Team here carried away the Section Tentpegging getting an Oak Biscuit Box each.
also the Lloyd Lindsay, a Pickle Jar each.
S .S .M . Fewster and Sgt . Keeley, as a Halfsection took the 1st Prize Tent-pegging by Halfsections, each receiving a Silver Cake Tray.
L might add that we were received with open
arms at both Towns . The Police very kindly
arranged at each place for our horses.

A Billiard Handicap took place in the Mess this

month, and it was gratifying to see the number
of entries . This, I persume is owing to a large
number of members Fancying themselves at
"Squash " or what is really Russian Pool . The
Committee to (10 the handicapping were evidently
in touch with individuals play as the result will
testify . The whole of the Committee were in the
running, the semi-finals and finals . The prizes
were as follows :—1st Won by Sergt . Farrant :
a Billiard cue ; 2nd Won by S .S .M . Brisley : 5 -,
together with a pipe, presented by R .S .M . King.
3rd . Von by Sergt . Smeed : 6/ -.
F . Q . M . S . McNaught kindly presented a pair of
cuff-links to the maker of the highest break . It
was won by Sergt . Keeley with 39.
Members are wondering when the Committee
require another benefit, as it turns out that the
Committee men are the prize winners . I must
congratulate Rastus in his brilliant play . Unfor-
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tunately he was not a member of the Committee.
Mr . Allen, and the members of the Potchefstroom Police gave a Tennis At Home" on Sunday 8th June 1913 . Our members attended in force,
except those who wanted to go to Church . Naturally the) vent 'afterwards . "A" Squadron
"bus " was requisitioned and it is undoubtedly a
great boon to the Regiment, where large parties
want to leave at the same time.
All enjoyed themselves immensely.
The Police proved themselves too strong for us
at Tennis, only, which is to be expected, as they
play daily and we have not handled a bat since
last year, in India.
The following telegrams were received in reply
to those sent by us bidding two Old Comrades
good-bye :
To Sergeants 10th Hussars,
valued Deeply affected by your ire which is
immeasurably .
PILLINGER.
To President Sergeants Mess, 10th Hussars.
Good-bye, good luck to all.
HOPKINS",
.)
(Sd E . J . King, R .S .M.

CORPORALS' MESS NOTES",

Since the pubIication of last number much has
been done in the Mess in the way of making it
comfortable . Chairs and round tables have been introduced, doing away with the use of barrackroom tables and forms . A billiard table has also
found its way in, to the delight of our many cuists.
To those responsible for these changes we solicit
our hearty thanks",
On 16th June an invitation was received from our
friends, The Royals, to attend a smoker on the 19th,
an invitation which was gladly accepted . Vocal
talent of both regiments was attentively listened to
and enjoyed . Private Haley of 'ours ' received
vociferous applause for the way in which he sang
requst Monty from Monty . Carlo and by special
he gave, as an encore Leicester Square",
Private
Purvis of the 'Royals' was also exceptionally good
in rendering the doings of Captain Ginger, as also
was Corporal Moores with One
touch of Nature.
Among the guests present were five N .C .Os . of the
Portuguese Army who were staying with the Royals
for the week", In honour of these the band played
the Portuguese National Anthem, the whole of the
company standing . As a reply to this the Portuguese (who could not speak English) sang our
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National Anthem in Portuguese . Speeches were
made by the Commanding Officer of the Royals and
the President of their Mess . To these speeches
Corporal Ovenden replied in a suitable manner.
An enjoyable , evening was brought to a close by
singing the National Anthem at i 2 midnight.
Our best wishes follow our late Regimental Sergeant Major, Mr . Gordon, into civilian life, and
we trust that his services there will be as much
appreciated as they were here in the Regiment.
At the same time we take this opportunity to offer
our congratulations to his successor R .S .M . King,
and sincerely hope that he will long continue to
remain among us and uphold the record of the
Regiment in sport.
We heartily thank Major Shearman for the interesting and instructive lecture which he gave to
us, namely "Cavalry Raids in the Russo-Japanese
War ." To listen to more is what w e are wanting
and trust that this first one is the fore-runner of
many more.
Congratulations to Lce Sergts . Ray, Blanchard,
Watson, Tomsett and Dicks on obtaining their
seats in the "House of Lords of the Rank and
File" namely the Sergeants' Mess . May they be as popular there as they were in the "Lower House" of
the Regiment.
In saving good-bye to Major Pillinger, our late
Quarter- Master and Editor of the G azette, we are
saying good-bye to a very old friend of the Corporals Mess, and trust it will not be long before
we meet him again . His valuable services to the
Mess we shall never be able to forget and we shall
greatly miss him . Therefore myself and all members of the Mess wish that successes out of the
Regiment may surpass all his successes in the
Regiment.
Wanted to know—Who is the budding "Burnham" who would not go to Jo'burg to fight because he could not get a large enough purse' Ms
draw? it true that he required £50, win, lose or
Is he willing to meet our fly-weight Tommy Cooper
for an ounce of ` Irish ' twist and a bottle of the
'Grayther', winner to take all.
Overheard by a Scout, in 'A' Squadron lines at
camp :
Sergeant, " Everyone turn down to water,
remainder clean up the lines . "
EN ROUTE.

"ABOUT `A' SQUADRON","

As our regular reporter has proceeded home to
civilian life, we were unable to subscribe any
notes last quarter", So you must excuse me if
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these are not quite up to their usual mark.
Of Course you have all heard how the squadron
came through with flying colours at both the
able Colonel ' s and Generals
inspections under the
leadership of Major Hon . C . B . O . Mitford . They
expressing their satisfaction with the work done
individually and collectively by all ranks.
Talking about drill, who was the budding r
e—
who after a N .C .O . had been explaining all
about setting a map and finding his way about,
asked him if he could march on any given point.
He answered 'Yes ' ! 'All right, " said the Corpl.
"You march 1/2 mile East, and then march on this
red line . " They started off all right and did the
1/2 mile East, then continued on to the next point.
I After going about 2 miles the youngster said '
have not seen it yet Corporal . ' Just then he
happened to catch sight of a road in the distance,
As you were Corpl ' !, he said, and then cantered
on to the road, and swelling his chest until the
two top buttons were very much strained, (our
S.S.M.I.F . would have envied him) said, ' ' There
is the red line, Corpl . which way do you want me
to go?' We dont know what the Corporal's reply
was!
we wonder who the N .CO . w as, who, when
the squadron was practising rearguard action without rifles, took a position with his troop and gave
strict order that they were not to fire until he
blew his whistle! 'The number of hits have not
been recorded yet.
Our heartiest congratulations to for winning
the Cricket Tournament again . We also hope to
do the same to 'C on winning the Football
League here . M think we can safely say that it is
theirs . I cannot congratulate my Squadron on
winning any Tournament this quarter ; but L notice
that 'A ' is fairly well represented in the Regimental
Rugby Team.
But we shine in other quarters . In the Thursday morning shoots, "A" was always well represented . The aggregate prize given by the Colonel
being won by Lce.Cpl . Simpkin with Pte . Burton
2nd . The troop field firing was also won by 'A',
the
second troop being easy winners with 4
0
hits.
Five of the squadron went to try their luck in
the Transvaal Bisley, details of which appear
elsewhere . Special mention must be made of Corp].
Jones who got into the second stage of the Kings.
Two more points would have included him in the
final stage . Considering the disadvantages which
Competitors have to work against at this meeting,
when they have to use the short service Rifle,
this was a very creditable performance . In the
Merchant's Cup, Lce .Cpl . Simpkin, with 44, was
placed 10th . All others got in the prize list .
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Notice must be taken of a late member of 'A',
namely Pte . Harvey . Ile left us last year for the
home establishment . In the 'Hopton Cup' he got
highest score for the 18th Hussars, ant' the best
throughout the service.
We extend a hearty welcome to the 12 Men of
the draft w ho joined us last February, also to
Corpl . Jones, who returned from furlough in
England . We hope to see them do their best to
keep up the reputation of the Squadron, which
we are sun they are certain to do . Among them
is the brother of an old time serving Tenth
(Raso) Sage.
During the last few months we have lost several
of our popular N .C . ' s, Sergeants, King and Saunders, and Corp] . Collins ; they having gone to try
their luck on the police, may they be successful in
their new surroundings.
Our best wishes go to Corpl . and Mrs . Bear,
who were married at the Garrison Church on 22n(1
troubles May . We sincerely hope that their greatest
will be little ones.
Congratulations to 'Old Tommy' on his receiving the rooty (*) medal . May he live long to
wear it.
Who has not heard of Jones' swindles on Thursday mornings? These thanks to our Squadron
Officers have been run off every week . Everybody looks forward to them as they are such a
good diversion from the ordinary Thursday morning routine . The following are the results of the
different .,swindles":
Dummy Thrusting . (8 .3 .13 .)
1st Cpl . Jones . 2nd Cpl . Gifford . 3rd Pte . Love.
Hall Section "Tent Pegging.

(Lance and Sword) . (20 . 3 . 13 . )
1st Lce .Cpl . Mason, Pte Selby, 32 points.
and Sergt . Curl, Lce .Cpl . Sw ales, 26 points.
3rd Cpl . Jones, Pte . Taylor, 14 points.
Section Tent Pegging .

(17 .4 .13 .)

Sergt . Farrant's Section.
2nd Sergt. Curl's Section.
3rd Mr. Gordon Canning's Section.
S .S .M . Brisley ' s Section.
1st

Dummy Thrusting .

(1 .5 .13 .1

1st Pte . Plaskitt . 2nd Cpl . Jones . 3rd Pte . Meldred.
Two Rings ., and a Peg . (5 .5 .13 .)

1st Pte . Love . and LceCpl . Innis . 3rd Pte . Buckley
(*) Ed . Note . :—In case some of our readers do
not understand this . We wish to explain that this
medal is granted after 20 years undetected crime .
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Section Quick, Turnout .

All offsaddled).

1st.
Cpl . Jones.
Lce .Cpl . Mason.
Pte . Love.
Pte . Tavlor 2.
2n(1.
Pte .. Ridgway.
Pte . Buckley.
Pte . Blakemore.
Pte . Warren.

Individual Quick

Turnout .

(14 .3 .13 .)

1st Pte . Rose.
2nd Pte . Skipper.
3rd Lce.Cpl . Hotine.

Combination Relay Race .

(14 .5 .13)•

Winner . Lce .Cpl . Nelson's Section.
In this race there were six relays . The first
man had to run 100 Yards, taking a message verbally to the second, who was standing by his offsaddled horse . The first man hel p s him to saddle
up giving his message over at the same time . The
2nd man gallops to the 3rd, who semaphores the
message to the 4th . The 5th man writes it down
and then runs 200
Yards to the finishing post.

Lloyd Lindsay .

camp, meeting ' B' Squadron just outside
Potchefstroom on their w ay back from Venterskroon . A
very enjoyable and instructive time was spent by
all in camp, which was situated in an ideal
position on the side of the Vaal . The first day was
spent in some very interesting advance guard work,
in the evening we took part in a rounding up
expedition at a farm-house near camp . This was
quite a novelty for all . Everything went well till
leaving the road when we had to crawl through
several barbed wire fences and jump some spruits.
op site In jumping these several misjudged the
bank and landed in the none too clean water.
Everything had of course to be done in absolute
silence, because on this depended the success of
the expedition . The operations were a complete
success for the attacking party, after which friends
and foe joined forces and marched home together
making up for the enforced silence earlier in the
evening . We started for cantonments early on
Sunday 20th, all too sorry to have to be coming
next back so soon and looking forward to the
outing of this kind.
Overheard during the march : -'l say, Jerry,
did you see all those baboons?' Jerry :
'What !
do you mean those coffee shop blokes !
Northern Heights.

(24 .6 .13).

1st Corp] . Jones, Ptes . Gillingham
and Fitzgerald
2nd Sergt . Curl, Lce.Cpl
. Callaghan,
Pte . Sheppard

Tent Pegging .
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60 Points.

THE BUSINESS OF "B" SQUADRON",

37 Points.

Run with Lance, 1 with Sword).
1st Pte . Spence . 2nd Ike . Sage (I) . ;rd Pte . Jasper.
(I

So look out, yon men of other squadrons at the
next Regimental Sports ; you will have to pull
yourselves together or else it will be the same as
the weekly sports . L should not like to see that,
and everybody will want to join the ranks of ` A'.
Mr . Gordon Canning left us on May 31st for
leave at home . We wish him a safe journey, a
good time and speedy return.
Mention must be made of the Squadron '
s Mes ing, which under the half- section (Sandy and
Scotly) is going strong . All look forward to the
mealy- stews put on the table.
Officer :—Come here, my man, and show me
how to set this map with the watch ?
Man :—Well, er-er sir, I dont know about setting it with a watch but I am a bit hot with bits
of grass.
On 26th June the Squadron went out for 4 days
at Nooitgedacht . Leaving cantonments early on
the 26th we had a Very good time on
the way to

We start this article with a few words about the
Inter Squadron Cricket Cup . In the first round
the 'R' Troop scratched to us, we then met 'C '
whom we defeated by over an innings, Corpls.
Mitchell and Dyson being responsible for the
wickets . Mr . Drake played in this, his first match
in the regiment, and compiled a useful score of
26 . In the final against 'A', we dismissed them
in each innings for 115, and so won the cup by
6 wickets . Corpl . Mitchell was responsible for
nearly all the wickets and a good score of 62 Not
Out, and ably assisted by Pte . Burnett who made
34 . Before leaving the subject of cricket we should
like to mention Corpl . Mitchell as having played
for the Orange Free State, and succeeding in
placing to his credit the best batting and bowling
average.
We congratulate R .S .M . King and Sergeants
Ball and Keeley on their fine performance at
Roodepoort and Lichtenberg, also the former on
his promotion to R .S .M . and lastly S .S .M . Druce
on his gaining his commission ; we hope the junior
members of the Squadron will be imbued by their
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fine example and go on treating the Squadron as
a stepping stone to future promotion, and so keep
the Squadron up to its high state of proficiency.
This can be achieved in sp ite of a few 'curios'
which abound with us as with all other Squadrons,
the following proves that at any rate we have
one :—During Musketry, 'Sunny Jim' showed his
talent by the following remarks, to an enquiry as
to why he was late, by answering that he had been
'walking up yon hill to plant flags' (meaning
hoisting the flag on Vaal Peak) . When choked off
by his troop sergeant for telling the S .S .M a lie
as regards walking 'Sunny' replied 'Oi didn't
walk, the arse walked !'
We have just returned from a Squadron Training Trek to VVenterskroon, where we gained several
wil tips . Firstly that tieing tins to a goat ' s tail
ward off all surprise attacks on forage, from this
class of enemy, and so minimise the number e . !'
men to be used on Outpost Duty . Secondly that
rifles make very good oars, as 'Scout' discovered
when he wanted to get his force over the Vaal
River, as Major Crichton was on the opposing
side and his yacht Wenda, therefore, was not
available.
`Micky' neglected to take out chains to enable
the Squadron Leader to attack a farm at night by
the help of a chain of scouts, no doubt the advice
given to him that headropes would do as well
cased his mind but he will in future have chains
ready for mobilization, making them acco rding to
the following Table of Measure :
2

10
2.2

Horse Nails

1

Sword Knots

i Headrope,

Sword Knot.

Headropes

r Chain .

N .B .
1 Chain will either pull a barrel of beer
or attack a farm.

Hoping that these few hints will prove of
during this coming Quarter,

use

We sign ourselves
"OUT FRESH !"

CONCERNING "C" SQUADRON.

I am afraid I have very little of importance to
record this quarter, as the new rifle has occupied
most of the time usually allotted to soldiering, and
our records of 'sport' are enumerated in other
columns.
As these notes will have gone to press before
the final of the Garrison Cup, I am unable to congratulate the Squadron on a victory for fear of
counting my chickens too soon, but hope to do so
in the next number . As regards the 2nd eleven
football matches, a great many matches have been
arranged but not played, perhaps if the captain
gave a little more time to his team than to Rabbits,
they might be photographed for the next Gazette
as the w inners of the 3rd Division League.
Since the close of the Thursday morning Rifle
Meetings, exercise has been the usual routine,
except that the 1st and 3rd Troops have had some
sweepstakes on various sports, such as tent-pegging,
etc ., but as these are not intended for the 'sharks '
of the Squadron, the generosity of the junior
members gave out.
Several men of the Squadron have been practising over the Lorenzo Marques horse show jumps,
but so far no one has broken his neck, perhaps
'Major' would like to try his hand at that and so
save the R .R .S .M . the trouble of doing it for him.

If this is not Irish Logic, what is?
Talking of Ireland brings ones thoughts to the

I hear that 'Sugee' is shortly going to give a
series of short lectures on groceries, the first is to
be on 'The way of differentiating Butter from
Cheese, ' it should be highly instructive to those

probability of our proceeding shortly in that
direction at no distant date . .At all events we shall
not go back to Tempe, as 'Old Joe' of the 3rd Troop
tells us that the 'Natural Fence Force has brought
those barracks .'
We are always glad to see young soldiers notice
the country they pass through and also ask

who eat butter in the form of cheese, thereby
not leaving any for their comrades.
We regret the Gunners did not require our service at the conflagration they had the other day.
This seems a pity as, by now, we have fully mastered the art of turning out in something under
two hours, and we doubt we shall have another

questions of their Section Leaders about what they
do not understand, but hope they will stretch their
imaginations a little before putting these questions,
for instance the other day when 'Pony' saw a
motor-byke labelled V .N . 99
,
he might have
guessed that the registered number of that particular byke was
t00
in the shade, being Very

opportunity of displaying our skill, as, I understand, we shortly hand it over, but should any of
the recipients wish to know anything about the
various parts, I should like to refer to 'Tug ' , as I
have it on authority that he is hot stuff at fitting
male and female screws together !
We congratulate Sergeants Ray and Blanchard
on their promotion ; we are glad the former was

Near 99",
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posted to the Squadron some time previous to this,
thereby lessening the shock he might have received
when, on ordering Pte . Fountain to put a pad on
his horse as a preventative for a capped elbow,
the ex-gunner was seen trying to force the two
ends to meet round this swollen joint . We hope
this is not the only result of 18 months training
in 'C' Squadron.
Stop ! There goes Reveille !
SHOW A LEG !

RECORDS OF "R" TROOP",

that our old and trusted correspondent of
'D' Squadron has retired to fresh fields, and laid
down his sword for that ever mighty weapon the
pen, one finds it hard to take up the responsible
position of contributor to a paper like the X .R .H.
Gazette and do justice to it.
We are all sorry, especially the N .C .Os ., and
men of 'R ' Troop, to lose from amongst our ranks
S .M . Druce, who, as all know, has been the figure
head of 'D' Squadron for so many years, and also
of 'R' Troop during the initial stages of our South
African sojourn ; but, I venture to think that,
everyone in the Regiment will join me in wishing
him every success in his new position, and rest
assured that as Quarter-Master of the Tenth Royal
Hussars he is fulfilling a position which we know
he will and can do with credit.
A few words about the doings of the Troop
since its formation and its arrival in South Africa
may be of interest to others who have not yet had
the pleasure of serving in its ranks (our Bell in
particular) . En the first place 'D' Squadron died
a natural death, and in its place sprung up what
is now known as 'R' Troop, composed of the Band,
Transport and others, the others in this case have
been known as a ` motley crew ' , but I may say
that the ` motley crew ' can give a good account of
themselves as will be shown later on . Nov- the
Band is the best band in the Regiment at the
present time, but I would like to point out that
amongt the motley crowd we have a band composed of acting schoolmasters, saddle-tree makers,
swadlings and others, that wave us a taste of something that could only be equalled by Sousa ' s band,
and that was on the occasion of an open air concert
given prior to the departure of our late QuarterMaster, and the Al band was away at Jo'burg
playing to amuse race goers, etc . Then we have
our ` Ben ' and his boys, what could we do without
Now
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them ? Why, nothing, a fine body of men are
Ben's boys, but you want to hear them crib,
and E have even heard some of them swear but
they must have been very badly provoked . Dont
you think so 'Bullet ' ?
Have you ever heard about our football team ?
Well, perhaps a cutting from the Grayamsburg
Star may interest you : "The Hussar's team
arrivel on the field looking extremely fit, especially
after their long and trying train ride from Potchefstroom, and their Adversaries, (no mean exponents
of the art of football), looked w ith admiration and
tears in their eyes when they saw who they had
to contest with . At 3 .28 p .m . the referee arrived,
play commencing precisely at 3 .30 p .m . The Hussars after ; minutes play commenced to show
their superiority and at half time the score was 'R'
Troop Hussars 5 Goals, Grayamsburg Stiffs 0 . On
resuming play, after i minutes interval, there was
no question about who would be the victors for
the Stiffs were completely outclassed by the Hussars and at the conclusion of play the score was
as follows (—Hussars 1 r Goals, Grayamsburg 3.
The Team was Ward (goal), Wefts and Cates
(back), Goodwin, Waugh and Prowse (half-backs),
Garrett, Provost Bell, Stevens, Saddler Bell and
Maher (forwards), Mitchell, Smeed and Adcock
(reserves) . Even 'B' Squadron, with their famous
'Rhastus, ' could not put a better team iii the field.

E think we will leave the football alone now and
touch upon other topics.
It was recently discovered that one of the memFuny bers of the Corporals Mess had turned '
Man ' , for when asked at a Mess Meeting if anyone
could suggest anything for the benefit of the Mess,
this budding Napoleon was in favour of their
purchasing "Co m ic Cuts", but that is not quite so
bad as a certain Sergeant Major, who, when he saw
a man of his squadron sweeping up outside the
stables, where there w as a partly coiled up length
of fire hose, told him to stop sweeping and bend
that hose straight . Another N .C .O . of the Sergeants Mess asked the telephone Corporal to ask
those in the butts where all the magpies w ere on
No . 2, and the reply came back, 'All in the magpie circle, Sergeant ' .
To be continued in our next .
REBATE .
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SPORTS IN GENERAL",

POTCHEFSTROOM AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S ANNUAL SHOW",
Potchefstroom donned gala dress on the 23rd and
24th April, when the Annual Show of everything
pertaining to farming, live stock, and the products
of South Africa was held, on the grounds, eminently adapted for the purpose, near the railway
station.
Et is reported that all previous records were
beaten, both as regards the exhibits, and the numbers who attended.
Major Shearman was active in promoting the
military features of the programme, and was
thanked by the Committee, in the Press, for his
services.
These included mounted competitions, in which
the Tenth achieved many successes, as will 1'
seen from the details given below.
The attendance of the band each day was
inportant factor ; throngs of appreciative people
gathered around whenever the band was playing,
and all else was momentarily forgotten.
It was described in the programmes as : —
"Het Muzick Korps 10de (P .W .O .) KoninkIike
Huzaren . "
The Military Sports were announced as :—
"Militaire Sports een briljante vertoning . "
The results were as follows :—
Section Tent-pegging.
1st . "A" Squadron, 1st Royal Dragoons.
2nd . " B" Squadron, 10th Royal Hussars.
Individual Jumping, -.N.C.O's and men.
1st . Sergeant Ball, 10th Royal Hussars.
2nd . Mr . Dawson, Potchefstroom Police.
Wrestling on horseback.
1st . "C " Squadron, 10th Royal Hussars.
211d . "R" Troop, 10th Royal Hussars.
Transmission Race.
(Conditions :—Man fires three rounds and crawls
30 yards with written message to second man, who
runs roc) yards with message, and gives it to third
man who rides bicycle 25o yards to fourth man,
and helps him to saddle his horse, which is picketed.
The fourth man rides over a jump, to the «inning
post .)
1st . "C " Squadron, 10th Royal Hussars.
2nd . "13" Squadron, 1st Royal Dragoons .
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Individual Jumping .—Officers.
10th Royal Hussars",
Won by 2nd Lieut . The Hon . D . Leslie Melville,
Two
rings and peg competition—Officers.
Won
by
Lieut . and Adjutant G . C . Stewart,
10th
Royal Hussars.

A party of the N .C .Os . and Men of the Regiment
paid a visit to Ventersdorp on 23rd May to take
part in sports there on the following day, "The
Ventersdorp Yearly Gymkhana Sports . "
some They left Potchefstroom at 8 .30 on 23rd,
travelled by Trek-waggon, some by cycle and some
mounted . Suffice to say, all arrived there safely
party at 4 .3o p .m ., a distance of 32 miles . The
consisted of S .S .M . Fewster, Sergt . Adcock, Ptes.
Hogarth Crawley, Dorman, Donnachie, Sage, Selby,
and Wilson ('45).
The 'Gymkhana Club' arranged a dance an- the
night
of 23rd, which was a great success ; the
whole
party of the Regiment made many good friends and
thoroughly enjoyed the evening.
Next day we proceeded to the sports ground and
entered for several events . The 1st Event being
100 yards Open Handicap, for this event we only
had one entrant, Pte . Hogarth ; the handicapper
thought, by Hogarth's appearance and condition,
he w ould place him scratch, this was a pity for had
he have been given a yard's start, he would have
won easily ; as it was, after a very fast race he had
to be content with 2nd place, by inches only.
The next event was 22o yards, Hogarth entered
again for this race and once again he was placed
amongst the scratch men . In this race he also made
a plucky run but failed to secure a place, as the
winners were given too much start for him to
over-take them.
Next came the 44o Yards, this race drew a good
field . We had Ptes . Donnachie and Wilson in for
this . From the pistol Donnachie went to the front
and set a good pace throughout only to be beaten
for a place, a yard from the tape, Wilson obtaining
3rd place.
There were then two events for small childeren
and after this came the 880 Yards ; Donnachie and
Wilson both entered for this . Donnachie made a
sprint from the start, catching the limit man, all
went on bunched together at an awful slow pace,
Donnachie not being able to stand this, pushed forward and made a grand race of it . At 44o yards half
the field had retired and at 2o0 yards only four
were left in the race, Donnachie ran strong and well
but about 1o yards from home he fell to pieces and
could not get any further Thus after making such
a good fight he was beaten for a place . All the
spectators felt, as we did, very sorry for him .
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Then came the jumping competitions, the Long
Jump was first . Sergt . Adcock, Hogarth and Wilson entered for this, they all jumped well, but
failed to secure a prize . In the High Jump, from
4 ft . S in . only Pte . Wilson and a Mr . Kruger were
left in to contest the final . The bar was raised by
inches, Wilson cleared at 5 ft . 1 in ., thus securing
1st place ; he then gave a couple of exhibition
jumps and reached ; ft . 3 in ., a very good jump for
an untrained man.
The Cycle Race of one mile followed closely after
the jumping . S . S . M . Fewster, Sergt . Adcock,
and Pte . Dorman entered for this event . The race
was along a road and not a good one at that, the
start was in badly broken ground and the first half
mile up hill and against the wind . S .S .M . Fewster
and a civilian competitor went to the front, keeping there side by side with Dorman hanging on
behind them . A hundred yard from the winningpost Dorman went to the front and won easily,
Fewster and the civiIian competitor made a fight
for second place, Fewster losing by a few inches.
Mounted Events.
There were three of these, all tent pegging
events.
The first, "Individual Tent Pegging . " Pte . Crawley took 1st, and S .S .M . Fewster 2nd place . In
the 2nd event, " Half Section Tent-Pegging," 'C '
was Squadron (S.S.M . Fewster and Pte . Crawley)
1st, 'A ' Squadron (Ptes . Sage and Selby) being 2nd.
The 3rd was the Novices event, but owing to the
dearth of Novices, everyone was allowed to enter.
After some good pegging S .S .M . Fewster and Pte.
Selby were left iii to contest the final at side pegs,
and after two runs S .S . \L Fewster secured 1st
place, Pte . Selby getting 2nd.
The remainder of the day was spent in horse and
pony racing, which kept on until 5 .30 p.m . Thus
a good day's sport was brought to a close . Everybody there seemed to enjoy themselves and had a
good day, especially the 'Bookie, ' who said
'excellent ' at the close of the last race and stood
drinks all round.

Union Day, May 31st, was celebrated in the
uTown
ring
by a series of Sports lasting all day D
the morning the ties of the 5 aside Football
Tournament were worked off ; for this all three
Squadrons had each entered two teams, but did
not do very well and discovered that this form of
amusement is more or less a national game, and
so our adversaries were much better practised at
it than we were . The Royals were much more
successful and got their two teams in to the final.
In the afternoon, there were numerous other
sports, Dorman representing the regiment in all

the Cycling events, and R . Wilson in the High
Jump and 880 Yards . The former had to be
content with being placed 3rd in the 1/2 : Mile Handicap, although he made a plucky fight for it.
The latter was also only placed, meeting some
very good form.

MUSKETRY NOTES",

THE JOHANNESBURG BISLEY.
We had several representatives from the Regiment
for this big meeting, viz . : Corpls . Jones, Simpkins,
Harwood, Hotine and Mason, Ptes . May, Porter,
Price and Green . Our men did not do so bad considering how they were handicapped by using the
short service rifle, and ordinary 1' sight, whilst
all the remainder of the competitors used the long
rifle and Peep sight . In the first event, "The
President ' s " , 200, 500, 600 y ards, 7 rounds at
each distance, the nearest we got was Corpl . Jones
with a total of 90, which was one of the nineties
counted out . The next event "The Vice President's" Price scored 63.
The following match "The Kynock Cup " (Wantage Competition) proved of great interest from our
point of view, as it required rapid loading and
rapid aiming . The conditions were :—Inner Ring
8 in . Middle Ring 14 in . Outside Ring 18
in.
scoring 4 ", 3 .2 . points respectively . The nearest the
Regular Forces got to the Top was 13th place,
which was taken by Corpl . Jones of ours, Corpl.
Mason scored 26, Gladwell 22 and Corp] . Hotine 19.
The following day was occupied by the big event
of the meeting, viz . "The King's" . The first
stage was seven shots at 200, 500 and boo Yards.
Corpl . Jones was the only one of our men to get
into the 2nd stage, although some of the others received money prizes.
On the following afternoon the 2nd stage was
fired, to see who were to be the lucky forty to be
left in for the Final stage . Conditions 10 rounds
at 300 and boo Yards . In the first distance we
thought Jones was well away, putting on 46 out
of a possible 5o, at boo Yards the conditions were
not very favourable for good shooting, but Jones
put 0n 44 out of 5o, and we all thought we would
have one of our team in for the Final of "The
King ' s " , but, after an anxious wait, we were
doomed to disappointment as he just missed this
by two points . However it was a very creditable
performance for a Regular, and it was stated at
the meeting that one had never got into the second stage before . The next day we all returned to
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Potchefstroom, some of us having gained some very
valuable experience, which we hope will be of great
use to us at future big meetings, and hope that
these w 111 be at Bisley- at home.
The Merchant ' s Cup " was after our own style
of shooting, the conditions were firing' round cover

at 5oo and 600 Yards, the same as in the annual
course . In this competition there were eight of us
placed : Corp] . Simpkins 44, Pte . May 43, Corpl.
Jones 42, Pte . Price 42, Corpl . Mason 4o, Corpl
Harwood 41 and Pte . Porter 40 .

BOXING NOTES",

1st R . Dragoons . A poor fight, most of the time
spent in cIinching .

A Garrison Tournament was held in the Church
of England Institute on May 3oth and 31st . On
the whole the boxing was very- poor, and on several
occasions the audience displayed their ignorance of
the 'Game' by their criticism of the Referee which
post was admirably filled by Sergt . Major Cooke,
Mr . Grenfell of the Royals, Capt . O'Hara Moore,
R .E ., and Mr . Brocklehurst consecutively.

Pte . Wallace (junr .) Toth Hussars, beat Dr.
Kynaston A .S .C . .A most disappointing fight ; all
holding and clinching. . Wallace eventually winning by a very narrow margin of points.

1st Round . Novices Featherweight.
Dr
. Smith, R .F .A ., scratched to Pte Longsdale,
1st Royal Dragoons.
Pte Longsdale knocked out Cpl . Nelson,
10th
Hussars, in the 2nd round.
1st Round . Novices Light Weight.

2nd Round Middle Weight.
Pte . Bartlett, 1st R . Dragoons, beat Pte . Ricks,
10th Hussars, on points . An excellent fight with
plenty of clean straight hitting . Bartlett scored
continually with a good left lead.
Final Novices Featherweights.
Pte . Longsdale, 1st R . Dragoons, knocked out
Lce/Cpl . Nelson, 10th Hussars, in the second
round .
10 Round Light Weight Contest.

Cpl . Hotine, 10th Hussars, beat Pte . Hammond
on points, after a good fight.
Pte . Featherstone, 10th Hussars, beat Pte . Cowley, 1st R . Dragoons . Cowley fought very gamely,
but the fight was stopped in the second round.

Pte . Price, 1st R . Dragoons beat Pte . Wallace
(senr .) on points . The first four rounds were of
very little interest, but after that they were very
even and well contested",

1st Round . Novices Middle Weight.

Final . Novices Light Weight.

Pte . Michaels, 1st R . Dragoons, beat Pte . Rogers,
1st R . Dragoons, on points, after a very wild display .

Pte
. Featherstone, 10th Hussars, beat Pte . Dunce,
r Hussars . A good fight, with very little
between the two .

2nd Round . Novices Light Weight .
Pte . Dunce, 10th Hussars, beat Pte . Floodgate,

10

Round Contest.

Pte . McCann, 1st R . Dragoons, beat Pte", Mc-
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Queen, loth Hussars, on points . Another miserable
display of avoiding punishment by continual holding . The audience adding to the fiasco by their
unsportmanlike comments.
Final . . Middleweights.
Pte . Michaels, 1st R . Dragoons, scratches to Pte.
Bartlett, 1st R . Dragoons.

.3rd June,
10th
(Prince of Wales's Own Royal)
Hussars.—Quartermater and Hon . R . Pillinger placed on
Retired Pay . Dated 29th May 1013.
Squadron Sergeant Major W . H . Druce to be
Quartermaster with the Hon . rank of Lieutenant.
Dated 4th June 1913.

Special 4 Rounds Contest.
Corpl . Hotine, loth Hussars, beat Pte . Downes,
on points .
Special 4 Rounds Contest.
Corpl . Roys, Q . Pth . Hussars, beat Corpl . Nelson,
o th Hussars, on points . Nelson was down three
times and fought very pluckily all through each
round but was outclassed.

Promotions and Appointments",
NO . H-4993, Lance-Corporal R . Downie, promoted Corporal (Orderly Room Clerk), vice Wales,

5-3- 1 3 .
No . H-2377, Private G . Nash, appointed Bandsman, vice O ' Keefe, 12-3-13 .
No . H .-672, Pte . J . Thompson,
No . H-2492, Private J . Brown,

Exhibition.
Pte . Titmus v . Pte . Bartlett.

(

Appointed
Unpaid
Lance-Corpls.

Special 4 Rounds Contest.

9-4- 1 3
No . H-61, Lance Corporal A . Stevens, appointed
Acting Lance-Sergeant, whilst employed

Pte . Hammond, loth Hussars, beat Corpl . Swales,
loth Hussars, on points, after a fairly even bout.
Hammond has greatly improved his style and seems
to have discarded his wild rushes.

as Master-Bootmaker, 9-4-13.
No . 335 1 , Squadron-Sergeant-Major E . King,
promoted Regimental-Sergeant-Major, vice Gordon,
28-3-13.
No . 4004, Sergeant W . Rawson, promoted
Squadron-Quarter-Master-Sergeant, to complete
establishment, 29-3-13.

REGIMENTAL GAZETTE",

Extracts from the London Gazette",
London, S.
Dated Horse Guards, Whitehall,
W
15th April, 1913 .

ESTABLISHMENTS.
School .--Captain W . 1,1 . Palmer, 10th
(Prince of Wales ' s Own Royal) Hussars, to be an
Assistant Instructor, and to be seconded . April
;th, 1913 .

Cavalry

2nd May, 1913.
10th
(Prince of Wales's
Own Royal) Hussars .
Lieutenant Edward A . Fielden to be Captain.
Dated ; th April, 1913.
Lieutenant Gerald C . Stewart, Adjutant, to be
Captain, under the provisions of Article 2b, Royal
Warrant for Pay and Promotion, 1909 . Dated 7th
April 1913.
Second Lieutenant Vaughan A . P . Stokes to be
Lieutenant . Dated 7th April 1913 .

No . 5494, Private H . Hardy, appointed unpaid
Lance-Corporal, whilst employed in the Sadler's
shop, 12-4-13.

No . 3617, Squadron-Quarter-Master-Sergeant R.
Curtis appointed Instructor, on probation), to
the Southern Rhodesian Volunteers, (Eastern Division), proceeded to Salisbury, 7-4-13.
No . 4998, Lance-Sergeant H . W . Adcock, promoted Sergeant (Saddle-tree-maker), 29-3-13.
Authority Cavalry Records, 23 212) 17, dated
9-4- 1 3 .
The undermentioned N .C.Os
. are appointed
Acting Unpaid Lance Sergeants from 1 .6 .1913
No . H-6500, Corpl . E . Ray.
No .

5217, Corpl . F . Blanchard",

No . 561o, Corpl . J . Dicks (Signalling Sergeant).
No . 5506, Corpl] . L . Watson.
No . 4859, Corpl . A . Tomsett.
No . H-1936, Pte . A . Richards appointed Unpaid
Lance Corporal from 1-6-1913.
No . 4272, Farrier Sergeant J . Manser is promoted
Farrier Staff Sergt . from S-6-1913.
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Re-engagements",
To complete 21 years ' service.
NO . 9297, Sergent H . Cuthbert, 5-4-13.

No . H-2948, Private L . J . Keeling, 9-5-13 .

[July, 1913

Transfers to the Army Reserve (in India).
No . H-902, Lance-Corporal E . Hayden, 14-11-12.
No . 5379, Private Millar, 28-11-12.
No . 5490, Lance-Corporal W . Howlett, 19-2-13.

Extensions of Service",

Departures",

Service.
To complete 12 years ' Army
No . H-9 ;18, Private F . Benger, 12-4-13.
No . H-9717, Private J . Jefford, 12-4-13.
No . 61, Lance Corporal (Act . Lce .Sergeant) A.
Stevens, 9-6-13.
No . H-975, Private A . Crawley has been permitted to cancel his extension of service . Dated

Mrs . Werts and Child, the wife and child of No.
H-1026 Armourer Staff Sergt . H . Wells, embarked
at Cape Town on 9th June 1913 on S .S . "Braemer
Castle" proceeding to England.

Arrivals",

2-0-1913 .

Transfers Received",
Private Routledge, from the South Staffordshire
Regiment, (posted to "B" Squadron), 3-4-13.
Private Mills, from the Royal Fusiliers, (City of
London Regiment), 3-4-13.
Private Hall, from the Royal Fusiliers, (City of
London Regiment), 3-4-13.

Transfers given.
No . H-974, Private H . Walters, to the Home
Establishment, and posted to the 18th (Queen
Mary's Own) Hussars, 6-4-13.

Mrs . Long, wife of No . 4912 Sergeant G . Long,
disembarked at Cape Town 3-6-1913, per R .M .S.
"Balmoral Castle", and arrived at Potchefstroom
on the 9th Instant.

Passed Classes of Instruction, etc",
Qualified in subject (c), for promotion, at an
examination held at Potchefstroom, on the 25th
April,
For promotion to the rank of Captain,
Lieutenant C . R . Turnor.
Authority, Command Order, No . 235, dated
Headquarters, Pretoria, 7-5-13.
At an examination for promotion held at Potchefstroom on the 13th and 14th May, the following
N .C .O's are reported as having done "exceedingly
-well .

,,

Discharges",

No . 5610, Lance-Corporal J . Dicks.

No . 500o, Private A . Sutton, 6-3-13.
No . H-2692, Lance Corporal Harrison, 28-3-13.
(On termination of their first period of limited
engagement).
No . 4955, Sergeant J . Sanders, to modified pension after 18 years ' service, 1 5-4- 1 3 .
No . 4772, Sergeant G . Lyons, free, after 14 years '
service, with permission to reside in South Africa,
30-4-13.

No . 4859, Corporal A . Tomsett.
No . 5217, Corporal F . Blanchard.

No . 4848, Corporal J . C . Holloway, free, after 14
years ' service, .with permission to reside in South
Africa, 30-4-13.
No . 2787, Regimental Quarter-Master-Sergeant
J . Hopkins, claimed, after three months notice.
No . H-2831, Private T . Alker, on 10th June 1913,
discharged with permission to reside in South
Africa .

Certifications of Education",
Result of an examination at Potchefstroom, on
the 14th March, 1913 :
Awarded Second Class Certificates.

No . H-6446, Private G . Davie.
No . H-8277, Boy A . Price.
Awarded Third Class Certificates.

No . H . 5897, Private B . Rogers.
No . H--6499, Private P . Develin.
No . H-6952, Private W . Chadwick .
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At an examination held at Potchefstroom, on
the 18th April 1013 :—

to assume the name, Laurence Fitzgerald, in
accordance with para, 1901, King's Regulations.

Second Class Certificates.

No . H-7310
No . H-8453,
No . H-9o52,
No . H-9054,

Pte .
Boy
Boy
Boy

E . Mayes.
H . Harkinson.
E . Errett .
G . Wink.

Third Class Certificate.

No . H-5432, Private J . Williams.

Awarded Medals for Long Service and Good Conduct",
No . 3453, Squadron-Sergeant-Major W . Druce.
No . 3400, Squadron-Sergeant-Major-Roughrider
J . Ward.
No . 3381, Sergeant-Trumpeter W
. Engall.
No . 4005, Sergeant J . V . Sanders.
No . 5504, Private T . Cooper.

Pensions",
No . 2625, Squadron-Quarter-Master-Sergeant J.
Gould, 28d . per diem, for life . Authority dated
Record Office (Hussars), 14-3-13 . No . H .R.
1 10 2625.
No . 2925, Regimental-Sergeant-Major A . Gordon, 42d . per diem, for life . Authority dated Record
Office (Hussars), 21-4-13 . No . 1 10 2925.
No . H-4895, Sergeant T . Wardley, 16d . and 6
pence for gallant conduct, 22d . per diem, for life.
Authority dated Record Office, (Hussars), 21-4-13,
No . H .R . 1 1o4895.
No . 4955, Sergeant J . Sanders, 12d . per diem,
for Iife . Authority dated Cavalry Records (Hussars), 23-5-1913 . No . H .R . 1 lc . 4955 .

Births",
Druce .—:At Potchefstroom, on the 10th May, the
wife of Squadron-Sergeant-Major W . Druce, of a
son . (Richard James).

Savage . At Potchefstroom, on the 24th May,
the wife of Private C . Savage, of a daughter.
(Victoria May) .
Potchefstroom, on the 25th May,
the wife of Staff-Sergeant-Farrier J . Manser, of a
daughter . (Lottie Ellen).

Manser.—.At

Marriage",
Change of Name",
No . H-4770, Private James Murphy, permitted

. In the Garrison Church,
Potchef-troom Cantonments, on the 22nd May, Corporal
Sidney James Bear, to Stella Isabel Amelia King.

Bear-King

